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SANTA FE, N. M., TUESDAY, DECEMBER 11, 1906.

VOL. 43.

to have It finished by the
first of March. I expect to return
here in about a week to superintend
the work of tearing down the old
bridge and 'putting up the new one.
"This new bridge will have more
waterway than the other two bridges
from the fact that it will have only
one span, while the Don Gapar Avenue bridge has two and the College
Street bridge three. Santa Pe will
have three of the most
bridges in the Territory when the
new
bridge is built across the
Santa Fe River at Galisteo Street.
The county commissioners are to be
complimented for these bridges, and
also for the new county jail building,
which Is now almost ready for oc- TELLS OF REALCONDITIONS
cupancy. I examined the new Jail
building this morning and It is unquestionably the best I have ever Number
Recommendations
seen."
Made
Mt. Brackett left today for his
Questions Vital
home in Raton. He had expected to
to People.
leave last evening but was detained
contract.
the
of
the
by
signing
''Following is the special message of
Roosevelt on Porto Rico
President
43 PULAJANES
which was read to both Houses of
KILLED IN FIGHT Congress this afternoon:
To the Senate and House of Representatives:
Skirmish on Island of Leyte an ImOn November 21 I visited the Island
LeadFour
portant Engagement
of Porto Rico, landing at Ponce, crossers Slain.
ing by the old Spanish road by Cayey
to San Juan, and returning, next morn'Manila, Dec. 11. Full reports from
the Island of Leyte show that the ing over the new American, road from
Areclbo to Ponce; the scenery was
fight on December 5 was an important
beautiful,
especially
victory. Four Pulajane leaders were wonderfully
the mountains of the interior,
killed, leaving only one important among
which constitute a veritable tropic
chief at large. The bandits lost
I could not embark at
Switzerland.
killed.
San Juan because the harbor has not
been dredged out and can not receive
PROMINENT LAWYER
an American battleship. I do not
this fact creditable to us as a
FORGED MORTGAGES think
nation, and I earnestly hope that immediate provision will be made for
Peoria Man When Arrested Admitted
dredging San Juan Harbor.
Guilt Father Was Well
I doubt whether our people as a
Known.
whole realize the beauty and fertility
11.
Dec.
Daniel
F.
Raum, of Porto Rico, and the
Peoria,
progress that
one of the most prominent lawyers in has been made under its admirable
this city and a son of Green B. Raum,
government, We have just cause for
of pensions of the
pride in the character of our repreUnited Slates, is charged with execut- sentatives who have administered the
false
Knox
ing
County tropic Islands which came under our
mortgages on
land In the sum of ten thousand dolflag as a result of the war with Spain;
lars. Raum was arrested today and and of no one of them is this mote
Admitted his guilt.
true than of Porto Rico. It would be
impossible to wish a more faithful, a
more efficient and a more disinterested public service than that now beCREATED
ing rendered In the Island of Porto
Rico by those in control of the insular
iovernment.
I stopt at a dozen towns all told,
THE
and one of the notable features In
every town was the gathering of the
school children. The work that has
been done in Porto Rico for education
has been noteworthy. The main emphasis, as is eminently wise and
Po-- I
proper, has been put upon primary
education; but in addition to this
there is a normal school, an agricultural school, three industrial and three
high schools. Every effort Is being
made to secure not only the benefits
of elementary education to all the
Porto Elcans of the next generation,
but also as far as means-wi- ll
permit
to train them so that the industrial,
Now Face Roosevelt Daugh- agricultural
and commercial opportunities of the island can be utilized to
ter and Relatives Do
the best possible advantage. It was
Not Speak.
evident at a glance that the teachers,
both Americans and native Porto
were devoted to their work,
Chicago, 111., Dec. 11. A dispatch Ricans,
In it, and were
!o the Record-Heralfrom Cincinnati took the grentest pride
to train their pupils, not
endeavoring
says:
in mind, but in what counts for
"My husband and I created Presi-lon- t only
more
than mind in citizenship,
far
Roosevelt," said Mrs. Bellamy
in character.
Storer last night to a representative that Is,
Military Organization Good.
if the Commercial Tribune, "PresiI was very much struck by the exdent Roosevelt owes much today to
cellent character both of the insular
VI r. Storer and
myself," she continued.
and of the Porto Rican
"It was through my influence that police
They are both of them bodies
Vlr. Roosevelt was made assistant secthat reflect credit upon the American
retary of the navy and It came about administration of the Island. The InIn this way:
Mr, Storer and I went
are under the local Porto
o Canton to pay President and Mrs. sular police
The Porto Rican
Rican
government.
I
a
told the President
visit.
McKinley
of troops must be approregiment
that I was not there to ask anything
I earnor myself but it would be a great priated for by the Congress. be
that this body will
kept
personal favor If he would make Mr. estly hope There should certainly be
Roosevelt assistant secretary of the permanent.
in the island, and it Is wise that
He first opposed It by saying troops
.iavy.
should be themselves nathese
troops
a
'hat Mr. Roosevelt was too much of
Ricans. It would be from
Porto
tive
fighter, but eventually he granted my
every standpoint a mistake not to
'
request."
this regiment.
VI rs. Storer
Seeks to Retract StateIn traversing the island even the
ments.
most cursory survey leaves the beRemarkable statements were credit-i- holder struck with the evident rapid
to 'Mrs. Bellamy Storer in an
growth In the culture both of the
published here today. Among sugar cane and tobacco. The fruit inhem was a statement that she and dustry Is also growing. Last year was
'.ter husband had "created President the most prosperous year that the IslRoosevelt." Mrs. Storer said today, and has ever known before or since
hat while she had seen a newspaper the American occupation. The total
woman last night, and had said some of exports and Imports of the island
millions of dollars as
things credited to her, the report as was forty-fivIn 1901. This
published, gave entirely a different against eighteen millions
said and is the largest in the island's history.
complexion to everything
that undue prominence was given to Prior to the American occupation the
was
a certain incident related during the greatest trade for any one year
that of 1896, when it reached nearly
Interview.
millions of dollars. Last
Could- - Not Deny That She Gave In- twenty-threyear, therefore, there was double the
terview.
While unable to deny that such an trade that there was in the most prosInterview was given, she said that perous year under the Spanish regime.
exso incorrect and garbled a report had There were 210,273 tons of sugar
of
of
value
the
last
year,
ported
been published that ft did not give
$3,655,163 of tobacco, and
her views or statements, and she did
pounds of coffee of the value
not want It considered as coming
what
Unfortunately,
from her.
Beyond this she refused of $3,481,102.
used to be Porto Rico's prime crop-co- ffee
to discuss the matter.
has not shared this prosperity.
Mother-in-LaTroubles Among the
It has never recovered from the disRoosevelts.
and moreover,
Cincinnati, O., Dec. 11. An Insat- aster of the hurricane,
our mariable desire for power and the satis- the benefit of throwing open
the
faction derived from, wielding it are ket to it has not compensated for
the
of
the
inflicted
closing
loss
by
two
caused
the
schism
the
things that
atStorer and markets to It abroad. I call your
between
memorto
tention
the
accompanying
his wife and President Roosevelt.
of
Even further than this, there has re- ial on this subject, of the Board
Trade of San Juan, and I earnestly
s
sulted a breach between the
hope that some measure wlll.be taken
and the Roosevelts,
for the benefit of the excellent and
of
mother
Mrs. Nicholas Longworth,
Porto Rican coffee.
Congressman Longworth, has taken high grade
Coffee Interests Damaged.
the part of Mrs. Storer, whose desire
In addition to delegations from the
for power gave Bellamy Storer his diplomats post and also took It away Board of Trade and Chamber of Commerce of San Juan, I also received delfrom him.
Since the publication of the corre- egations from the Porto Rican Federspondence between Storer and the ation of Labor, and from the Coffee
President Mrs. Longworth and her Growers' Association, s,
There Is a matter to which I wish
daughter-in-law- ,
Alice Roosevelt
to call your special attention, and
are not on speaking terms.
I expect

NEW GALISTEO

mm

Contract to Walter
Sharpe Bridge
Company.
beinforceFTonciiete
Will be Material Used- -J.
Bi a,kett Tells of Construction Work.

P.

The contract- for the const ruction
of the reinforced concrete arch bridge
across tlie Santa Pe River on Galls-teStreet was awarded late yesterday afternoon to the Walter Sharp
Bridge Company, of El Dora.lo, Kansas. According to the terms of the
contract work on the new bridge will
begin at once and it must be completed within four months, - It will cost
$2,500.

,

The proposed reinforced concrete
bridge will not only be wider and
more substantial than ithe wooden affair which it will replace but it will
also be a handsome structure. The
present bridge lis aboul 10 feet wide
while the new one will be 25 feet
wide. The county commissioners had
intended that the new bridge should
be 2C feet wide, allowing for a 20
foot roadway and a 5 foot sidewalk,
and It was so stipulated In the plans
and- However, they
specifications.
found that by reducing the width of
the sidewalk from five to four feet
they could save nearly JH00. The
Walter Sharp Bridge Company had
agreed In Its proopsals to build the
arch bridge according to the original
plans and specifications for $2,788. By
reducing the width of the bridge one
foot the contract price was brought
down to $2,500,
Saved Money by Reducing Width of
Bridge.
J. P. Bracket! of Raton, secretary
of the Walter Sharp Bridge Company,
was present when the bids were opened. As stated yesterday in the
New Mexican the firm had submitted
five different
proiiosals. The first
two were strictly in accordance with
the two sets of plans and specifications. The other
three, suggested
changes in the arch design whereby
the work could he done cheaper. The
county commissioners decided after a
discussion lasting several hours to
cut off a foot from the width of the
ibridge to lessen the cost rather than
resort to the substiitules mentioned.
Mr. Bracket t was adverse to having
any alterations made In the proposals
as submitted but finally concluded to
take the contract for $2,500.
As, already stated. the new bridge
will be an arch affair of reinforced
concrete. The totl length of. the
bldge will he 61 feet, The maximum
Inside measurement of the span will
be 45 feet, with a rise fri i the 'center
of 9 feet, 3 Inches. The abuttments
Willi 'be eight feet wide on both sides
and will go down to bedrock. Parapet walls will be erected on each side
of the bridge three Jeet high which
will be a precaution" against accident
nnd add to the general appearance of
the structure.
The sidewalk will be
built on the west side of the ibridge.
The steel rods with which the concrete will be reinforced will be of the
same kind as used in the construction
of the' cell house In the new county
jail building. The rods are corrugated
and known as the Johnson patent
bars. The longitudinal bars In the
will have iwelve inch centers
s
of
and the rods will be
an Inch thick. The transverse and
spandrel wall bars will have twenty-fou- r
inch centers and will be half an
Inch thick. It Is figured that with the
single span the bridge will have a
waterway of 287 feet.
Structure Will Support Enormous
Weight.
The new bridge will be strong
enough for all purposes. According
to the contract it must he able to hold
tip a live load of 200 pounds for every
Stone wing
Rquare foot of surface.
walls will he erected on the two exposed sides of the river to 'prevent the
bridge from being undermined by the
washing away of the 'banks In the
event of high water, The stone for
the construction of the wing walls will
Be taken from the abuttments of the
present bridge. A thirty foot wing
wall will be built on the south side,
where the channel of the river was
before being diverted several years
ago, and the one on the north side
will ibe ten feet 1n length. The Md
for this work which Is separate from
the bridge contract is $5.50 per cubic
yard.
concrete
reinforced
"The new
bridge will be one of the finest of
Its size anywhere in the country,"
Mr. Bracked stated last evening In
. discussing the plans wilth a 'reporter
of the New Mexican. "In my opinion It will ibe more artistic even than
the two handsome stone bridges which
our firm built here on Don Gaspar
Avenue and College Street. The parapet walls will have a panel effect on
the two sides which will serve to
make it more attractive than iif only
ordinary hand rail were used.
Construction to Be Commenced'
Within a Week.
"We will begin work on the new
bridge within a week and the work
will beyell advanced by the first of
the year. The contract specifies that
, the bridge must be turned over to the
"county commissioners within four
months but If the weather holds good
three-quarter-
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SPECIAL MESSAGE

Sent to Congress by
President Roosevelt.

forty-t-

hroe

STORERS

PRESIDENT

Wife Makes Statement of Her
sition.

regi-uen- t.

d

e

e

--

Long-worth-

Long-wort-

that is the desirability of conferring
American citizenship upon the
people of Porto Rico. I most earnestly hope that this will be done. I can
not see how any harm can possibly
result from it, and it seems to me a
matter of right and Justice to the
people of Porto Rico. They are loyal,
they are glad lo be under our Hag,
they are making rapid progress along
the path of orderly liberty. Surely
we should show our appreciation of
them, our pride In what they have
done and our pleasure in extending
recognition In what has thus been
done by granting them full American
citizenship.
of
I'nder the wise administration
the present governor nnd council,
marked progress has been made In
the difficult mailer of granting to the
people of the Island the largest measure of
Hurt can with
safety be given at the present time.
It would have been a very serious mistake to have gone any faster than we
have already gone In this direction.
The Porto Ricans have complete and
absolute auionomy In all their municipal governments, the only power over hem possessed by the Insular government being that of removing corrupt or Incompetent municipal officials. This power has never been exercised save on the clearest proof of
corruption or of Incompetence such
as lo jeopardize the Interests of the
people of the Island; a u if under such
circumstances It has been fearlessly
used to the immense benefit of the
people. It Is not a power with which
it would be safe, for the sake of the
Island itself, to dispense at present.
The lower House Is absolutely elective, while the upper House Is appoinThis scheme is working well;
tive,
no Injustice of any kind results from
it, and great benefit to the island, and
it should certainly not be changed at
this time. The machinery of the elections is administered entirely by 'he
Porlo Rican people themselves, if.
governor and council keeping only
such supervision as 3s necessary in
order to Insure an orderly election
Any protest as to electoral frauds la
settled in the courts. Here again it
would not be safe to make any change
'n the present system." The elections
this year were absolutely orderly, unaccompanied by any disturbance, and
no protest has been made against the
management of Ibe elections, although, three contests are threatened
where the majorities were very small
and error was claimed, the contests,
of course," to be settled In Ihe courts.
In short, the governor and council are
with all of the most enlightened and most patriot jc. of the
people of Porto Rico In educating the
citizens of the island in the principles
of orderly liberty. They are providing
a government based upon each citi
zen's
and the mutual re
spect of all citizens: that is, based
upon a rigid observance of the principles of justice and honesty. It has
not been easy to instill into the minds
of people unaccustomed to the exer
cise of freedom, the two basic principles of our American system; the
nrlnciple that the majority must rule,
and the principle that the minority
has rights which must not be disre
garded or trampled upon. Yet real
progress has been made In having
these principles accepted as elementary, as the foundations of successful
full

I

I transmit, herewith the report of
Ihe governor of Porto Rico, sent to
the President through the secretary
o! slate.
All the Insular governments should
be placed in one bureau, either in the
Department of War or the Depart
ment of State. It is a mistake not so
to arrange our handling of these islands at Washington as to be able to
take advantage of the experience
gained in one, when dealing with the
problems that from time to time arise
in another.
In conclusion let me express my admiration for the work done by the
Congress when it enacted the law under which the Island Js now being ad
ministered. After seeing the island
nersonally, and after five years' experience in connection with its administration, it Is but fair to those who
devised this law to say that It would
he
impossible to have de
vised any other which in the actual
working would have accomplished better results.
THEODORE ROOSEVELT,
The White House, December 11,
well-nig-

1906.

METHODIST BISHOP
VICTIM APOPLEXY
Dec. It. Bishop
York,
of Philadelphia, of the Methodist Episcopal Church, was stricken
Street
with apoplexy at Twenty-thirand Thirteen Avenue today. He was
taken to a Mew York hospital where
it is said his condition Is serious.
New

d

FORMER SENATOR
MAY RECOVER
Washington, Dec. 11. 'The remarkable fortitude and vitality shown by
former Senator Brown of Utah, who
was shot by Mrs. Anna K. Bradley,
last Saturday, lead his physicians to
believe that, his chances of recovery
are good. His condition continues to
improve,
COAL

LAND CASES.

Hearings were had this afternoon at
the local United States Land Office in
the contested coal land cases of the
United States vs. Minnie Zimmerman
et al and the United States vs. W. E.
Martin et al. Additional testimony
was also taken In the contested coal
land case of the United States vs.
Mary Huber et al. The attorneys for
the defense are given thirty day In
which to file their briefs In each case.

NO. 252.
SESSION COUNTY

BEETS

SUGAR

COMMISSIONERS
Plans

for Cells Approved Wooden
Bridge on Guadalupe Street Ortiz
Files Butcher's Bond,

NEW

Severn! other matters wore passed
upon yesterday afternoon at the meeting of the Board of County Commis

For San Juan Coun
ty Many to Be

Raked.
APPLES

IKE

LEAK

CROP

George Allen, Orchardist of
Farmington Tells of
Garden Spot.
Juan County promises to
famous for raising sugar
beets as It is now for producing tine
fruits. Experiments with suar beets
In that part of the country have demonstrated that they can lie grown as
successfully there as in the irrigated
A sugar heel
districts of Colorado.
raised in the county this, season
and a half pounds.
weighed twenty-livGeorge Allen of Farmington, who
has been a visitor for several days In
Santa Fe and left last evening for
Phoenix, stated yesterday that everything had practically been settled for
the erection of a sugar beet factory
at Durango, Colorado. He said that,
the source of its supply would come
from La Platta and Montezuma counties In Colorado and San Juan County
In New Mexico.
Contracts have already been signed in the three counties guaranteeing the planting of 5,000
acres, and the officials of the company
backing the enterprise do not anticiin having this
pate any difficulty
acreage increased to 12,000.
Big Sugar Factory at Durango,
Colorado,
"It Is proposed to build a million
dollar sugar beet factory at Durango,"
Mr. Allen informed a reporter of the
New Mexican, "A good share of the
5,000 acres which will be planted In
sugar beets have been signed up in
If this refinery
San Juan County.
meets with the anticipated success it
means that within two or three years
a sugar beet factory will be built at
either Aztec or Farnilnglon.
The
sugar beet, industry will bring In a
different class of farmers from what,
we now have and they are needed
badly.
"Tests made witii sugar beets In
various parts of the county this year
show a very high percentage of sac
charine matter, which averages even
better than they do in the heart of
the sugar beet, section around Rocky
Ford. They are larger in size for the
most part too. Edward Foster of Aztec
received a package of sugar beet
seeds early in the season which he
planted and it was from these that he
and a
raised one weighing twenty-fivhalf pounds.
Beets Will Prove a Profitable Crop
in San Juan.
"Mr. Mitchell of Rocky Ford, an expert who has been looking over the
country for the past month and was
largely instrumental In interesting the
farmers in the sugar beet industry, is
sanguine that the big white beets can
be grown profitably in San Juan
County, lie is of the opinion that they
can be raised In some parts with only
one Irrigation. He told me that the
sugar beet proposition in the vicinity
of Rocky Ford has developed so that
It is far more profitable than raising
the justly famous Rocky Ford cantaloupes. He said that the Rocky Ford
farmers are clearing from $40 to $70
annually per acre raising sugar beets.
He is confident that there is not an
acre in San Juan County that can not
net at least $40. Seven years ago he
bought land near Rocky Ford at $15
per acre which be planted In sugar
beets and recently he refused an offer
of $200 an acre for It. He said the
land was worth $500 an acre to him
now.
"One advantage In raining sugar
beets is the market. They are contracted for by the refineries at the
rate of $5 per ton. There is no sliding scale and no inflection Is required. Five dollars a ton la paid regardless of the size. The sugar beet factories also pay the freight whether
shipped from five or fifty miles away.
The Rocky Mountain sugar beets are
claimed to be superior to those produced in Germany. It is asserted that
they contain on an average of about
five per cent more saccahrine matter."
Mr. Allen Has Found Money in
San

e

us

e

.

sioners besides awarding the contract
for building a new bridge across the
Rio Santa Fe.
Architect 1. H, Itapp of Las Vegas,
who designed the new county jail
building which will soon be turned
over by the .contractor, appeared before the board with plans and specifications for the steel cells, which were
approved, nnd bids for them will be
opened on December 2S. Three cells
and a corridor will be installed in tht
cell house and they will be so nr
ranged as to accommodate twelve
prisoners.
A petition was raid bearing signa
tures of a large number of citizens In
a
and 17, asking that
precincts
wooden wagon bridge be built across
the river on Guadalupe Street. The
board consented to having this bridge
built and appropriated $10 to he applied to lie fund being raised for the
purpose. The petitioners agreed to
pay Ihe balance required for material
and labor.
No definite action was taken in the
matter of fire Insurance on the new
jail building. The commissioners are
waiting to secure a new rating on the
edifice, (lie former rate In their opin
ion having been excessive. They con
sider that the building is a good risk
as it is practically fire proof and Is
exposed on all four sides.
Benito Sailer of Kennedy appeared
before the board to show cause why
the liquor license issued to him re
cently should not be revoked. Being
unable to do so It. was ordered annulled and the county treasurer was
ordered to refund him the money in
volved.
The license was recalled be
cause Kennedy's population is not
huge enough according to law to perIn revoking the li
mit, of a saloon.
cense the board acted upon the advice
of District Attorney R. C. Gortner.
Sheriff Antonio J. Ortiz filed a
butcher's bond, which was approved.
Mr. Ortiz will open a meat market In
this city upon the expiration of his
term of office as sheriff.
1

I

KANSAS

EX

TREASURER

fruit

rais-

ing and has an orchard two miles
from Farmington. He makes a specialty of apples and has a large orchard
He has prospered since
in bearing.
locating in the valley. The country
side around his place Is rapidly filling
with new fruit ranches. Asked about
the fruit crop this year he said:
" "1 am not
in a position to give any
positive figures but the fruit crops
this season have been the best in the
history of San Juan County. This is
especially true of apples. The yield
has been something enormous considering the acreage in bearing orchards, To say nothing of home consumption we have shipped in the
neighborhood of two hundred cars of
apples. One hundred car loads were
I undershipped from Farmington.
stand that there are considerable more
apples that have not yet been marketed. The quality and size of these
apples are well known. No finer grow
anywhere and they 'sell readily at
fancy prices.
Many New Orchards Being Planted In
San Juan.
"The sale of fruit trees has been
very large this year in the county,
and a number of new orchards will be

Church Property to
be Confiscated by
State Tomorrow.
WOMEN

WEPIMD

PRAYED

Extremists Urge Radical Action from Both Sides
Without Success.
Paris, Dec. 11. This Is an historic
day in Km nee. The si niggle which
iiegan In 1SS0 with the banishment of
the Jesuits ended today with a legal
rupture of the bond which for practic
ally a thousand years had united the
church and stale. The law of isst
concerning public Catholic worship,
except under schismatic organization.
omorrow becomes illegal.
Touching Scenes in the Churches.
The .scenes in some of the church
es were extremely touching. Not in
years has there been such an attend
ance at mass. The number of women
was especially large and was noteworthy as an indication of the re
ligions indifference of the male population.
of
Although
tlie inhabitants of i lie city are nominally Catholics in no part of tlie city
were tlie churches crowded. Even at
.Voire Datne, where solemn high muss
was celebrated, the edifice was only
Tlie
half filled.
officiating clergy
read the regular offices without re
ferring to the illegal status tomor

V

seven-eighth- s

row.

Women Wept As They Prayed.
Nevertheless the depression of the
Catholics was manifested and many
women were moved to tears as they
knelt in the churches. On the eve of
the struggle it is becoming evident
that both the government officials and
the higher ecclesiastics are resisting
The
the advice of the intemperate.
minister of public worship, Briand, announces that the government "cannot
STATE
be driven Into the trap of closing the
churches," and Cardinal
Richard,
archbishop of Paris has strongly cenof appeals to the
sured the
PAYS UP clergy to placarding
make violent, resistance to
"No violence Is wanted,"
tlie officers.
he says, "but. only passive resistance
to an unjust law, after exhausting all
- protests at every step."
Theological Students Must Enter

Returns Nearly $10000 From Personal Funds.

e

Apples.
Mr. Allen is engaged in

FRENCH CATHOLICS

OF

And Did Not Receive Benefit
of Monies Seeks to Clear
Administration.
Topeka, Kansas, Dec. 11. F. E.
treasurer, today vol
Grimes,
untarily paid to the State of Kansas
he sum of $9,381, for which amount
in investigating committee some time
ago held his administration responsible.
Shortage Not a Defalcation.
The alleged shortage was never con
sidered in the light of a defalcation
n any sense of the word, and resulted
from the practice that has been the
rule ift the state treasurer's office for
many years before and after Grimes
The investigation
assumed office.
showed conclusively that Grimes was
not benefited in any way through this
practice in his administration.
Paid Money Out of Personal Funds.
Therefore in making the payment to
the state now of the amount involved
he has In an effort to clear his administration assumed the responsibility at a personal loss to himself.
e

planted. Orders for fall delivery were
quite heavy but most of the trees contracted for from the nurseries will be
coming In in the spring."
Mr. Allen expects to be gone on his
present trip during the remainder of
the winter. He is accompanied by
his wife and two children. From
Phoenix he and his family may take
a trip to the Gulf of Mexico before
returning to their home near Farmington.

25,000 MEN
GO ON STRIKE
To Secure Reinstatement of Three
Employes Trouble Between
Labor Organizations.
Schenectady, N. Y., Dec.
members of the Industrial Workers of
the World employed at the General
Electric Works who went out yesterday afternoon on account of the company's refusal to reinstate three discharged men, went back this morning
but at 9 o'clock they walked out. In
a body. The company employs 15,000
men, most of whom are affiliated with
the American Federation, which is not
concerned in the present trouble.
There has been bad feeling between
the Industrial Workers of the World
and the American Federation of Labor
for some time and it is understood the
federation has volunteered to the company to fill the places of the striking
Industrial Workers of the World men
on short notice.

Army,

War Minister Picquart has ordered
the recruiting officers to require all
ecclesiastic students to present their
Those who
certificates tomorrow.
jlail to do so by December 20 will be
ordered to join their colors. This order affects 5,500 students. Clergymen Driven From Their Homes,
Formal notice was served during
the day on Cardinal Richard, the
Archbishop of Paris, and Bishops and
Parish Priests in this department to
vacate their residences tomorrow.
Similar notices were served on the
clergy in other departments notifying
on
hem to leave their residences
Thursday or Friday.
Police Expel Secretary to Papal
Nuncio.

Monsignor Montagninl, secretary to
ihe
nuncio since the recall of
the nuncio, was arrested this afternoon in Paris upon an order expelling him from France and will be con
ducted to the frontier tonight. His"
residence was searched by the police.
France Widens Breach With Church.
Paris, France, Dec. 11. After a
meeting of the cabinet ministers today it was announced that, on December 14, Premier Clemenceau will ask
Parliament to suppress the pensions
of all clergy, to liquidate the public
property of the Catholics and to distribute the presbyteries, seminaries,
etc. It Is also positively stated that
the government has decided to expel
from France Monslgnor Montagnlni.
secretary to the papal muncio here at
Paris, who has represented the Vatican since the recall of the papal
nuncio. ,
Signor Mirabelllx Would Congratu,
late France.
.
Signor Mirabellix, a Republican, at
the opening of today's session of the
Chamber of Deputies, in Rome, introduced a resolution, which was adopt
ed, to the effect that the Chamber
to
sent its warm congratulations
France on her
policy.
The resolution read as follows:
"Tending to secularize the state
and to render the human conscience
independent."
.anti-cleric-
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dition. The rainfall has been over the the Territory, especially in the coal
mong the Intelligent and progressive peopie oi me Southwest.
Tho farmers of San Juan County average, resulting In unusually good mining sections, where the operators
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sufficient
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for
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article on Us editorial page;
180,000 acres of land, has been taken, holdings of irrigated lauds into small
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Woman In Pink is Now the Favorite
$210,000 having been appropriated by farms of from twenty to eighty acres,
The Denver Republican in a recent
The Denver & Rio (Iranile roadbed Here in Santa Fe it does not depend the Federal
Government to build the to be worked by the owner and his
editorial, treats the situation properly between Santa Fe and Aniouito does so much upon the color as upon the
diversion dam. The Las family; this is adding to the popula
Leesburg
and timely remarking that President not. alone enjoy the distinction
of heart and in some degree upon the
Is under serious con- tion and results in much better and
to save being about tile rockiest in the Terri- face, form and manner. But New Vegas project
Roosevelt's determination
and
sideration
the people of Las more successful farming," The variety
what remains of the public coal lands tory, for, says a San Juan County ex- Mexico womanhood, whether In pink
of crops raised on both irrigated nnd
for the future benefit of the whole peo- change: "A short trip over the Red or in blue, or In some other color, is Vegas and the vicinity are ready to
in every way with the Govlands Is greatly increasple is a worthy act, wise from a com- Apple l.luo has much the same effect nil right.
ernment to secure a decision favor- ing, the fall planting of small grains
mercial standpoint and patriotic In Its as a
trip by water, t'he roadbed being
able to its construction.
being proven to be very successful.
aim. It Is a great pity that this was in very bail condition." Since the
The Elidti News says that Roose
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Durango
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Farmington
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of the Governor, be- many places, especially
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changed conditions brought about a a new one, the cause can not be old ed beyond a doubt that wheat can be tween opinion and
290,000
300,000 people, he County and In the Estancla Valley, In
complete failure of the intent of the age but must be sought In the fact raised successfully in that county
es- Torrance County.
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believe
that
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public land laws.
that the roadbed has not yet hail time without irrigation ami In consequence timates of several previous years
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coal kinds will uphold the president's
Is a radical one, the building far has been ideal for farming even election of 1904 was 43,01 1, 03.51
per her of land entries, especially in the
bands and prevent delay and sullen remedy
of a standard gauge line, so often pre- if the moisture has been disagree cent of whom were of Spanish, Mexi- counties where the new railroads are
opposition.
dicted and so much needed, as to be- able to ihealthseekers.
can and Indian descent and 30.49
being built. There were 6,108 homeOn paper, the plan of permitting
an absolute
before
of
and other origin, stead entries, made during the fiscal
certainty
the citizen to acquire coal lands may come
A private corporation lias offered which figures approximately
repre- year ending June 30, 1900, aggregating
may be all right even at this day. At long.
to
erect water and electric light works sent the proportions of the total pop- 1,115,575 acres; 840 desert-lanen
the time the laws were prepared they A
colony of Dunknrdd has purchased at Aztec, the county seat of San Juan ulation who are of similar origin. tries, comprizing 150,895
acres, and
were no doubt of use and furnished
On
an incentive to the blazer of the west- the Valdez tract near Springer and County. This is conclusive evidence About 10 per cent, of the total popula- 7,325 acres of lieu settlements.
ern trail, to the frontiersman, to the will settle thereon. Those who knuw that Aztec Is growing and moving tion of Spnnlsh, Mexican and Indian July 1, 1900, there were 49,890,637
indusihead for capitalists do, not .invest descent use the English language in acres open to settlement, 35,723,934
homeseeker and homebuilder. But a of those quiet,
acres of which have been surveyed
In dying or dead towns.
preference to Spanish.
complete evolution in Industrial affairs trious and thrifty )cople and have money
The sheep industry during the year and 14,116,703 unsurveyed. The total
has taken place. This change from seen I'lu'lr beautiful Holds and gardens
On Jan- area of the Territory Is 78,428,800
Carlsbad wants cement crossings has been very prosperous.
individual effort to combination has in Pennsylvania, where they settled a
made useless nuniei'oiis provisions of hundred and fifty years ago, know that and so does Santa Fe, but while Carls- uary 1, 1900, there were 4,000,000 head icres, 28,500,000 acres of which Is re
During the year 35,907.04
the earlier days, including some of New Mexico Is fortunate in securing bad Is not so large a town nor has as of sheep within the Territory, valued served.
this colony of farmers and workers. great a taxable valuation as the Capi at $14,000,000. One million head of acres have been selected by the
the land laws.
American and European Flan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Combinations of capital have made There are eighteen thousand acres In tal City, yet It will have cement cross- old ewes and lambs were shipped out United States Land Commission for
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do so and who has expected to do so cultivated. Reservoirs" and canals
has been greater than ever befoi" strides have been made in the develwhen the laws were framed to devel- to he built and Springer, the nearest that is all.
prices paid ranging from $2.75 to $3.75 ipment of the coal mines of the Terri
op his quarter section. The coal mine town to the tract, will regain its old
There is no doubt from the tone of per head; yearling wethers, $4 per tory. The coal fields of New Mexico
must be large and the railroad must time prosperity after these quaint but
run to the pit mouth before the owner admirable people have located on the t'he press on the other side, that head, nnd breeding ewes from $4.50 to embrace an area of more than 1,000,- can enter into competition; and even tract and have turned It into a verit- Europe would be very glad to see the $0 per head. The Territory produce 100 acres, and the available quantity
theu the giant companies would swal able garden. New Mexico cannot have United States undertake the expense from 18,000,000 to 20,000,000 pounds of coal is more than 8,000,000,000 tons,
5 per cent of this is in Colfax
In 1905 wool netlow him. The result for a number of too many of that kind and grade of of teaching the Japs that they are not of wool per annum.
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Investigations
Sam is not likely to go to war to per pound. The lambing this year counties of McKInley and San Juan,
of the Interstate Commerce commisshows an average increase of over 90 and the remainder 15 per cent distribto
sion have brought
It has been noticed of late that please Europe.
light, a travesty
uted In the counties of Santa Fe, Rio
per cent for the entire Territory.
on the federal law.
Railroad cor there are numbers of young men and
The various causes affecting the Arriba, Lincoln, Socorro, and Sandohave been hiring men boys in this city who are Indulging
porations
Necessity has compelled Congress
for day wages to go through too much in liquor and who, of late, man Charlie M; Towne, who will be price of cattle In other parts of the val, The gross production of the mines
the legal forms of "filing on have commit ted acts of excesses and officially snuffed out March 3, 1907, to United States had a material effect for the fiscal year was 1,794,228 tons;
the lands," In order that the corpora- disturbances of the peace for which declare Mutt he prefers private life, upon the industry In New Mexico, and amount used in operating mines 67,- tions might keep within the letter. there are no excuses. The most un- though he doubtlessly made a mental the number shipped was less than 490 tons; net product shipped 1,720,G. LUPE HERRERA, PROPRIETOR,
thousand head 738 tons, valued at $2,279,940. The
while wholly violating the spirit of fortunate phase of this is that, they reservation something like "until I last year.
were shipped for the six months end- net production Is an increase of 14.29
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ing June 30, 1900, while for the same per cent over last year.
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of Texas, are dying hard or are phenomenal one, showing about 75 of the United States. In many old
ple's heritage. And he has the nation of District Attorney (lortner, to whose
mining districts there Iwb been much
behind him. Opposition will be fu- attention this unfortunate
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condition possessed of new and Important evi- per cent increase.
disThe forest policy of the" Govern- Increased activity and many new
tile.
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of affairs lis called. The policemen of dence, 'but file noise they are making
222 San Fraaciaeo St.
ment, which was until recently looked tricts have been opened up. There
the city seem to be powerless or care- indicates one or the other.
Is now much more has been a steadier and more healthwith
disfavor,
upon
MINING AS AN INVESTMENT.
less, It matters not. which. At any
as a conse- ful tone in mining in New Mexico durCareful investments in mining are
Sugar has dropped to $4.75 per hum thoroly understood, nnd,
LUPF HERRFRA,
rate, this disgraceful stale of affairs
apt. to pay as good dividends, in fact, should cease. There Is some reform ilred, according to an exchange, be quence, generally favorably accepted. ing the past year than has been exdea
feAKTA FE. MW MEXICO.
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still think the graz- perienced
sheep
better dividends than investments in needed right here and it should be- cause of war between the sugar trust
is too high, but generally the cline In the price of silver. Developfee
ing
other business enterprises. There is
and the Honolulu Sugar Company.
ut once.
stock men appreciate the deplorable ment work has been especially active
no more luck or chance nowadays in gin
That kind of war Is to be encouraged.
evil sure to follow from overstocking in the mining regions of Grant and Soin
The
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than
farming.
mining
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service
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and realize that thru the creation of corro counties. The following Is the
Mining World has compiled statistics inaugurated on the Saint Louis, Rocky
Sure tiling mining Investment pro
forest reserves the range will be pre- metallic production of the Territory
which show the great profit that there Mountain and Pacific
Railway between moters of Ooldfield are developing served for future
Is In mining investments that have
generations. There during the year 1905; Gold. 19,102 fine
for doing the dlsap-- '
Raton, Dawson and Cimarron. Two an
are five forest reserves in New Mex- ounces, valued at $390,112; silver,
been carefully and scientifically made.
trains dally except Sunday are being pearing act; one of them recently ico, the Pecos River, the Jemez, the 396,082 fine ounces, valued at
With silver and copper selling at run. The
trip from Raton, the pres- carried about $300,000 with him.
Gila River, the Lincoln, and the
$241,009; copper, 6,522,823 pounds, valcon
with
extraordinarily high prices;
ent county seat, to Cimarron, the formet
5,211,241 acres." It Is ued at $1,024,083;
most
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sumption and production of
a
so
Sen
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made
actually getting
estimated that there are 20,000,000,000 pounds, valued at $253,198; zinc,
als fast Increasing, and with greater
cor
hours. The opening of this railroad ator cannot borrow money of a
feet H. M. of timber In .the reserves,
pounds, valued at $481,688, toeconomies in mining and ore" treatwithout having It 10,047,000,000 feet of
will eventually do wonders for the poration official
is market, tal value of mineral output, exclusive
which
ment, the American mining and metdevelopment of Colfax county, espec- megaphoned all over the country, If able, valued at $20,000,000. Two hun- of Iron and coal, $2,396,690.
allurgical Industries are today enjoyially its mining resources. The Santa he hapiiens to get found out.
dred and five million nnd
When
During the past year there have
ing unprecedented prosperity.
Fe system, the Dawson lino, the
thousand and sixty-fou- r
to
feet were sold been In operation twenty-thre115 of these corporations, according
milling
Pa&
to
Saint Louis, Rocky Mountain
There are Americans who dure
from the reserves during the past fis- plants of all descriptions.
In Grant
a careful compilation, can pay in cific and
the Raton and Eastern Rail- think
that. Ambassador
Whltelaw cal
t County the completion of a
year, realizing $400,188,
eleven months dividends aggregating
ways, give Colfax county a network Reid's career a a spectacular spend
thousand two hundred and copper smelting plant and a
$84,048,1 C3, there remains no reason of
railroads that make every part ac- er might he officially cut short with eighty-twhead of cattle and horses, lead stack at Deming, Luna County,
for doubt that Investors are receiving cessible to travel and
traffic,
benefit to this country.
and 313,208 head of sheep were grazed have greatly stimulated mining operaun equitable return on their capital.
on the reserves during the same per- tions, nearly doubling the metallic outSince their incorporation these 115
Its all right to talk about statehood
Whenever Japan gets ready to en iod. Fourteen thousand nine hundred put of these sections.
concerns have paid out In dividends
and good government but unless the its career as a world power, it ha and twenty-fivThe finances of the Territory are re.
acres of land are in
the large total of $521,224,928, which
people make an effort to obtain both only to but Into "Old Glory" to make cultivation within the reserves.
is equivalent to about twothirds of or
ported to be In good condition. The
New Mexico will have neith- sure of having tht job thoroughly and
either,
ALL K3KD3 OP PICTURE FRAMING.
The lumber Industry has , shown balance on hand June 1, 1905, was
their Issued capitalization of $780 er statehood nor good government.
promptly done.
great activity. The total output of $180,915.10; the total receipts of the
014,145. Even more surprising is the
conve"-tioof
a
constitutional
The holding
manufactured lumber for 1905 was Territory from taxes
and
other
of
fact that no less than thirty-fivis a movement in the direction
With all woman's modern activity 120,000,000 feet. The mills have a sources were $749,854.41,
a tothese corporations, capitalized any
making
TcIhkmm 35
both of good government and state- not one of them Is doing more Impor total
of 600,000 feet. tal of $930,709.51 to be accounted for.
daily
where from $20,000 to $30,000,000,
capacity
Residence No. 106, Grant Avenue, Foot of Palace Avenue, Nights and
and no valid argument can be tant work than training sons and
hood
Private lumbering
control The payments during the year were Sunday- - Telephone No. 142.
have either returned in full their
made against holding such a conven- daughters to be useful men and wo- about 1,000,000 acrescompanies
of timber land. $020,618.91, leaving a balance on June
or have also paid a
tion at the most opportune time, when men.
Two thousand five hundred men are 1, 1906, of $310,150.60. The gross Terbonus, and many of these properties
be only waiting to give
still yield handsomely. A good part of Congress may
employed In the camps at an average1 ritorial bonded debt amounted on
trouns statehood without the least
is wage of $2 per
Hon. John Sharpe William
the remaining eighty corporations
day. Some of the June 1, 1906, to $853,000. There were,
to ble to Itself and when the people have amusing In his effort to break flnto the largest companies have accepted the however, funds and sinking funds lrf
have returned from
chosen a splendid body of men for the Senate with the old and familiar slo Government methods of
s
of their capitalization, and
reforesting, the hands of the Territorial treasurer
very purpose of formulating such a gan, "The tariff is the issue."
and one has offered to deed, all its on June 1, 1906, to the amount of
it would not be amazing to learn that constitution
to
as
to
present
Congress
lands to the Government after the $100,007.98, making the net Territorial
a number of them will in the not dis
of good faith and fitness.
tant future repay their total author a tender
Tho scientist who makes diamonds trees over 8 Inches in diameter have debt on that date $752,932.02, One isized
while you wait Is again under the been cut, The largest company .em- sue of current expense, bonds Issued
The House Committee on AppropriIn copper especially there has been
tint the price of nature's ploys 850 men at Its ' mills In Albuquer- May 2, 1887, to theamount of $50,000,
limelight,
ations will have no simplified spellque, cut an average of 325,000 feet, and another issued November 1, 1887,
unusual
was never higher.
activity during the past
sparklers
ills
bill
It
if
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way.
eleven months, and the advance in the ing
produce 1,100 doors, 1,800 windows, to the amount of $50,000, will become
market price to the highest point In Introduced making appropriations for Whether "Teddy" has Congress on and 5 carloads of box material per due In 1907 and will be promptly paid,
the maintenance of the legislative,
e
In 1908 the $50,000 Issue of
day.
years has not only stimulated new executive
and judicial departments of his hands, or Congress has "Teddy" on
Issued on May 1, 1888,
bonds
ac
has
Railroad
been
construction
production, but has resulted In enor t'he
counIs a problem that the
government a. proviso appears that 'its hand
tive during the year. There are fully will become due, and after that no
mously Increased earnings for the
sihall try is again wrestling with.
2,800 miles of railway In the Terri- other bonds will mature until May 1,
Twenty-eigh- t
older mines.
copper no money npprojjrialed therein
be used for the payment of printed
tory. Prior to January 1, 1898, there 1919, when the $177,000 provisional incompanies declared dividends for the
A platform broad enough for all the were 1,424.1 miles in
eleven months this year aggregating matter of the reform spelling type.
operation. Since debtedness 6 per cent bonds will maThe bill carries over $31,000,000, an
varltles of Democrats in January 1, 1898, 1,131.6 miles have ture. It Is probable that these bonds
$56,093,273, making their distribution
too been
built, and there were under con- can be refunded at a lower rate of InHlnce organization $334,970,446 on the amount one million greater than the the country to stand upon may be
struction on August 1, 1906, 733 miles, terest or partially or wholly paid beissued capitalization of $349,143,310, amount appropriated for Hie present big to carry around.
fiscal year.
,
The people will agree
making a total operating and under fore maturity.
ehowing a return of about 96 per cent.
The assessed valuation of all classes
The arrest of a rich moonshiner, construction of 3,288.7 miles. The prinarflly to the proviso to leave spell- Of course, there are a number of
mines that have more than repaid injvreform alone for a while. There eighty years old, in West Virginia, In- cipal new construction has been on of property In the Territory subject
their capitalization; in fact, many of are notigh troubles for some years to dicates that the business may be tyith the Eastern Hallway of New Mexico, to taxation tor 1904 was $39,297,- come without adding to them by spell profitable and healthy In some
a nart of the Santa Fe system, be
the older ones have done bo.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA : : : SA 1STA E, N. M.
( Continued on Page Three),
tween Texlco and Belen, whtcn, when ;
Nine zinc properties announced div ing reftwnia and "other tilings."
Times-Hustle-

THE PALACE HOTEL

Sec'y-Trea-

Prop.

One of the Best Hotels in the West.

Santa Fe,

-

Mexico.

Washington Avenue

VP

apple-growin- g

J8ational Surety Co., of flew York

.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

C TEE
L

A

t

Anglo-Saxo-

ji'

n

I

R

peace-lovin-

HOTEL

-

Coronado Hotel

-

Sixty-fou-

r

6

Proprietor.

s

For-tale-

DUDH0W

& MOIJTENIE

sixty-seve- n

e

Sixty-eigh-

250-to- n

Undertakers

ad

Enbalaers

e

Dcdfow'i Office Btrildiiif.

n

e

Dy

sha'e-caplta-

l,

two-third-

OUR

share-capita-

current-expens-

TO

ACE

OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.

fifty-seve-

Fine Wines. Liquors and cigars.

t

J

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

(Continued from Page Two.)
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MJUi

for 1905, $40,085,405.93, and for
1900 It Is $43,242,740.51.
These are

2IS9.53;

the figures, excluding exemptions,
which In 1905 amounted to
making for that year a total
Of IANTA PL
assessed valuation of $42,(117,848.68.
The valuation returned on railroads
as fixt by the board of equalization
shows about 20 per cent of the actual
cash value. A very unfortunate state
The oldest banking Institution In New Msxlco. Established In 117ft
of affairs exists In respect to the returns made on timber, coal, and minJOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashlor.
RUFUS J. PALEN, Prtsldtnt.
eral land, the valuations of which are
ALFRED
H.
President.
Vice
BRODHEAD,
A.
LEVI
HUGHES,
made by the board of equalization at
their actual cash valabout
Assistant Cashlor,
ues; but Inasmuch as the board's valuations on any class of property, ex
cept railroad, telegraph, telephone
lines and Pullmau cars, can not be enSurplus and UwU"' 'od Prollts IMJK.
Capital 1IM.
forced, the returns on other classes
of property are very unequal, result
ing In gross Injustice to some taxpayers who do return their property at
Loans
Transacts a general banking business In all its branches.
the board's valuations. For Instance,
the timber lands of the entire Terrimoney on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and coltory are returned at the insignificant
ateral security. Buys and sells bonds and stocks In all markets for f. figure of $231,105.50 when the amount
5 of timber produced In the past year Is
Its customers. Buys and sells domestlo and foreign exchange and
valued at $1,250,000. The coal and
mineral lands were returned at only
K makes telegraphic transfers of monsy to all parte of the civilized"
$1,118,540.50, when the value of their
world on ss liberal terme ae are given by any
product alone was $4,G76,C30 for the
' year. In some counties grazing lands
K
the
at
time
on
a'lowed
Interest
depoelts
are returned at 30 cents per acre, the
agency, public or private.
valuation fixt by the board, while In
term.
or
month'
on
a
six
cent
year's
annum,
of
threi per
rate
ptf
others the best timber lands of the
of live stock and products.
on
Territory are returned at 20 cents per
g Liberal advances made consignr.iente
acre. The returns on sheep are not
more than 20 per cent of their actual
The bank txecutei all order of Its patrons In the banking line, and
cash value and the number of the tota'
conan
in
rnpwii,
returned much less. The gross Ing alms to sxtend to them ae noerai iriaimtm
De- g equalities and great Injustice resultdetent with safety and the principle of sound banking. Safety
ing from such procedure calls for the
of the public Is respectfully se- posit boxes for rei.L The pstronac
prompt action and serious consideration of the Territorial 'Legislature
llclted.
The Territorial levy for the year
1905 was 15 mills, and the average
county levy for the same year 18.81.
For 190C the Territorial levy was 14
mills. The balance on hand In the
'county treasuries of the various counNEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ties on January 1, 1905, was
KOSWBLL, 8HW MEXICO.
the receipts for the year,
the disbursements for the
year, $1,021,065.55, and the balance on
TH MILITARY 8CHOOI, OF NEW MEXICO
hand January 1, 1906, $053,157.11. The
total bonded Indebtedness of the va- jrlous counties Is $2,817,473; the school
Established and Supported by the Territory.
district bonded Indebtedness $285,141.
One June 30, 1906, the seventeen
had
banks
Territorial
deposits
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates uf Standard Eastern
amounting to $2,228,379.28. On June
Collegia, New building!, all furnishings and equipment!) modern and com18 the twenty-sevenational banks
electric-lighteall conveniences.
plete;
hatha,
had deposits of $8,507,522.01, the combined resources of both classes of
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, $350 per session. Session Is
banks $15,857,083.83.
hree terms of thirteen weeks each.
The six district courts of the Territory during the year disposed of 1,242
SOSWELL Is a noted health resort, 8,700 feet above aaa level;
criminal cases, of which 418 were cons
Sunshine every'day' from September to June.
victions, 03 acquittals, 410 dismissals,
203 stricken from the docket, and 88
REGENTS Nathan r&fTa,. W. M Rood, W. M. Atkinson, W. A.
no true bills. The same courts disFlnlay and E. A. Gahoon
posed of 1,726 civil actions. Ninety-eigh- t
For particulars address
W.
COL.
.
J.
WILLSCN, Supi
cases were disposed of by the
supreme court during the .year.
Educational matters In the Territory have been excellently conducted
under the supervision of the superintendent of public instruction, whose
reports show that the schools In the
cities are In a most satisfactory condition and In the rural districts the conditions are somewhat improving. The
These Celebrated Hot Springs are the world. The edlcacy of these wat- number of teachers employed In the
located In the midst of the Ancient ers has been thoroughly tested by Territory is 900; the number of pupils
miles west the miraculous cures attested to in the enrolled in schools, 40,000; enumeraCliff Dwellers, twenty-fiv- e
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa following diseiises: Paralysis, Rheu- tion between 5 and 21 years of age.
Fe, and about twelve miles from Bar-- matism, Neuralgia, Malaria, Brlght's 70,000; total receipts for school puranca Station, on the Denver & Rio Disease of the Kidneys, Syphilitic and poses, $000,000; value of schoolhouses
Grande Railway, from which point a Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, and furniture, $900,000. The teachconducted during the
dally line of stages runs to the springs. I.a Grippe, all Femal Complaints, etc., ers' Institutes
The temperature of these waters Is etc. Board, lodging and bathing $2.50 summer months have greatly adfrom 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are per. day; $15 per week; $50 per vanced in efficiency and resulted In
Incarbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet. Climate month. Stage meets Denver trains great good to the common school
of
terests
the
Territory.
rethe year and waits for Santa Fe train upon
very dry and delightful
Little material change Is noted In
round. There Is now a commodious quest. This resort Is attractive at all
hotel for the convenience of Invalids, seasons and is open all winter, .Pas- the condition of the Indians in the
and tourists. People suffering with sengers for Ojo Caliente can leave Territory during the past year. While
there has been no progress worthy of
consumption, cancer, and other con- Sputa Fe at 9 a. m., and reach Ojo
mention there certainly has been no
tagious diseases, are not accepted. Caliente at 4 p, m. the same day.
At the Mescalero
Theso waters contain 1.GSG.24 grains Pare for round trip from Santa Fe to retrogression.
and at
of alkaline salts to the gallon, being Ojo Caliente, $7".40. For further par- Agency, the Jlcarilla Agency,
on the .Navajo
Reserve,
Shlprock,
In
richest
address
alkaline
Hot
the
ticulars,
Springs
much money has been spent by the
government, under the able supervision of its Indian agents, in buildings
and improvements. At the Mescalero
Agency there has been considerable
Improvement In the cultivation of the
Ojo Caliente. Taos County, N .M land, and the amount of crops raised
has greatly Increased.
The Territorial Institutions, Including the penitentiary, Insane asylum,
the normal schools, the university,
School of Mines, College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts, New Mexico
MANUFACTURER OF
Military Institute, are now all reported to be in good condition.
DEALER IN
There are now, as near as can be
Mexican Filigree
about 13,000 Indians in
estimated,
Clocks.
Watches,
Jewelry .
New Mexico, between 8,000 and 9,000
being Pueblos. The present condition
and Hani Painted China- of the Pueblos Is" interestingly set
forth in a report of Judge Abbott, the
Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs i.and Inspecial attorney for the Pueblos in
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
New Mexico. Generally speaking, the
West Side Plaza, Santa Fe, N. M.
Pueblo Indian does not desire to avail
himself of all the privileges of citizens
ship, having been accustomed for
to implicit obedience to his
communal laws, and to regard any
other law as inferior to them In authority. He chafes under" a touch of
the Territorial law whenever It conflicts with his ancient rules and customs.
The Territorial laws which
have been enacted for the purpose of
depriving the Pueblo Indians of the
right to vote at general and special
elections have never been tested by
the courts. It is believed that whenever that Is done such laws will be
found to be either unconstitutional or
Invalid. The feeling of antipathy existing between the Mexicans and the
Pueblo radians seems, fortunately, to
be growing less, as is evidenced by
certain cases in the courts against Indians where Mexican juries have
acted very Impartially and fairly.
The climate of New Mexico attracts
great numbers of health seekers to
the Territory. The mean temperature
for the last year was in Santa Fe 49
degrees, at Las Vegas 50.2 degrees,
Roswell 68.0 degrees, and at Mesilla
Park 69.6vdegrees. The precipitation
at Santa Fe was 14.35 inches, at Las
Vegas 18.99 inches, at Mesilla Park
9.86 Inches, and at Roswell 15.76
Inches.
The government sanitarium at Fort
Bayard is doing very successful work.
There were 346 cases under treatment
Ranington-Opcro- g
ilheltemiiigton Typewriter laslslc west, jo does he
on January 1, 190G, The total number
Broadway. New Yofi?.-5- ;
of cases treated during the year 1905
was 682, a good proportion of which
were cured.
The governor urges that Congress
appropriate $15,000 for the contingent
expenses ot the New Mexico Terrltor- $2,532,-442.7-

4

one-fift-

1

$542,-834.3-

n

steam-heate-

water-work-

.

OJO

CALIEfJTE

r0T

SPRINGS.

ANTONIO JOSEPH,

Proprietor.

H. C. Yontz

JEWELS

cen-turie-

lVjfr
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Jtflake a powp
Willard WillTHE
GATEWAY
WILL.IFir

Wlllard Is located In the southern part of the wonderful Estancia. Valley at the Junction of the new main line of the A,, T. and S. F., and the Santa Fe
Central, with a prospective line to El Paso surveyed part way. It has fine water In abundance and it is the only point on the entire new line where
there is good water and plenty of it. The A., T. and S. F. Company own a body of land there and will build and equip besides a new $10,000.00
concrete depot building, the largest pumping station in the west, pumping water as far as the Rock Island crossing, sixty miles east.
Lots are cheap NOW and the people have the smile that won't come off. It is near the geographical center of New Mexico and of Torrance County,
and its railroads make it easily accessible to all parts of the country. It Is a natural gateway. It has a live, progressive class of citizens who PULL
TOGETHER. It has Push, it has promise, it has excellent business openings. It Is worth your while to Investigate. If you are a Jive one, Willard
wants you. The townsite is owned by

and Imorevement So.

Willard Town

JOHN BECKER, Pres, and Gen. Mgr.
WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.

Call on or address
JOHN W. CORBETT, Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
By reason of Homeseekers

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary,
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

CARL A. DALIES, OR WM. TAYLOR, WILLARD.
tickets reading to other points the country around Willard has beet, somewhat overlooked and vacant
open to homestead entry comparatively close In.

lal Legislature, In addition to the
appropriated by the1 last appropriation act for the expenses ot the Territory. This is recommended for the
reason lhat notwithstanding that the
act of Congress of May 28, 1890, provides that no officer of the Legislative
Assembly of the Territory shall be
paid by the Territory itself, It has
been the custom for the Territorial
Legislature to pay out large sums for
this purpose. The amount appropriated by Congress is not sufficient to
pay the necessary extra employees of
the Legislature, and if $15,000 more
were appropriated the payment ot
large sums by the Territorial Legislature In violation of the federal laws,
it Is stated, could be discontinued.
The governor strongly recommends
the passage of the bill prohibiting licensed gambling in the Territories,
which was passed by the House of
Representatives at the lust session of
Congress, but failed to pass In the
Senate. He states that the passage
of this bill would do much for the
welfare and permanent advancement
of the people of the Territory, and
would be welcomed by a large majority of all classes of the people.
Section 41 of the statehood act of
June 16, 1900, provides as follows with
regard to the expense of carrying said
act Into effect In the territories of
New Mexico and Arizona:
Sec. 41. That the sum of one hundred and fifty thousand dollars, or
so much thereof as may be necessary,
is hereby appropriated, out of any
money In the treasury not otherwise
appropriated, for defraying all and
every kind and character of expense
Incident to the elections anil contentions provided for In this act; that
is, the payment of the expenses of
holding Hie election for .members of
the constitutional convention and the
submission of the question of joint
statehood and the election for the ratification of t:he constitution, at the
same rates that are vaid for similar
services under the territorial laws, respectively, and for the payment of
the mileage for and salaries of members of the constitutional convention
at. t'he same rates that are paid the
said Territorial legislatures under national law, and for the payment of all
proper and necessary expenses, officers, clerks, and messengers thereof,
and printing and other expenses incident thereto; Provided, That, any expense incurred In excess of said sum
of one 'hundred and fifty tihousand dollars shall be paid by said atate. The
said money shall be expended under
the direction of 'the secretary of the
interior, and shall be forwarded, to
in t'he present
he locally expended
territory of Arizona and in t'he present Territory of New Mexico, through
th respective secretaries of said territories, as 'may he necessary and
proper, in the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, in order to carry
out the full Intent and meaning of this
act.
In compliance with the foregoing
provisions of the act, the Secretary
of the Interior instructed the secretary of New Mexico that all requisitions for money, accounts, and vouchers covering expenditures made in
said Territory in connection wltih the
elections provided for in the aet are
properly payable .from said appropriation, and should, foe forwarded to this
departments for administrative action
and transmission to the treasury department. The amount which has
been tentatively set aside to cover the
expense of the elections in New Mexon, t'he Governor's estiico, based
This includes the
mate, is $72,070.
items of salary and .mileage tor members of the constitutional convention
elected from Arizona, it ihavlng been
determined, for administrative reas
ons, that these items should be regarded as convention expenses, and
hence payable through the secretary
of New Mexico.
Jo E. 43herldan, the federal mine inspector for New Mexico, in has annual
report for the fiscal year 190G "reports
that the requirements of the acts of
Congress providing for the protection
of the lives of miners In the territories
have been strictly enforced. The officials of the mines, in most cases,
with the inspector in
have
the enforcement of the law.
In order to see that the provisions
ot the acts of Congress were obeyed,
the Inspector maintained a constant
supervision over all coal mines which
were in continuous operation in the
The air entering and
Territory.
traveling thru the mines was carefully
measured, and followed to the several
working faces to see that It was properly distributed and traveling with
Old
sufficient velocity and volume.
gobs were carefully examined to see
whether they contained noxious gases,
and where necessary- stoppings wei;e
built to cut off connection with the
parts of the mines in active operation.
The dangers arising from coal dust
also received careful attention, and
Instructions were given to mine officials from time to time as to the
manner in which such dangers could
best, be avoided.
The safety lamps in use at gaseous
mines, as well as the cars, cables and
mining machinery, were regularly Inspected. Inquiry was made as to the
customs and habits ot miners and others employed, about the mines, and

IF WOMEU

$24,-25-

-

(Continued on Page Six.)

ONLY KNcW.

PROFESSIONAL

What a Heap of Happiness it Would
Bring to Santa Fe Homes.
Hard to do housework with an aching back.
Brings your hours of misery at leisure
or at work.
If women only knew the cause
3inU

that

Backacho pains come crof sick

ATTORf EYS

r

CARDS

AT-LA-

kid-

'Twould save much needless wop.
Doan's Kidney rills cure sick kidneys.
Santa Fe people endorse this:
Mrs. Juaua Arias of San Francisco
Street, says; "For a year and a half
a pain across my back was very severe
and it increased so that I was compelled to take to my bed and stay
there for two weeks. C. M. Conklin,
knowing my condition, advised the
use of Loan's Kidney Pills and they
were obtained for me at Ireland's
Pharmacy. I used the remedy according to directions when the attack of
backache disappeared. This was eight
months ago and I have not noticed
a return.
Previous to using Doan's
Kidney Pills I have tried plasters on
my buck, but I might as well have
used as much brown paper. I am only
too pleased to recommend a remedy
upon which the public can depend."
For sale by ail dealers. Price 50
cents.
Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
Fost.er-Milbur-

HIRAM T. IROWN,
CIVIL ENGINEER AND 8URVEYOR.
U. g. Mineral Surveyor
New Mexlee.
Jaata re,

MAX. FROST.
Attornty t law.
New Mexico.

ney-,

H. B.

HOLT,

NOTARY

New Mexico.
Cruces,
Practices In t he district courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the Territory.

REAL ESTATE AND MINES.

ROMAN L. BACA,
H. H ANNA.
Attorney at Law.
Phone 66.
Office, Griffin Blk
RICHARD

Real Estate and Mines.
Spanish Translator, Notary Public
Office Griffin building, Washington
Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.

G. W. PRICHARD,
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
Practices In all the District Court!
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Olflce, Laughlin Blk., Santa Fe, N. M.

M. READ,

BENJAMIN

Attornty at law.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe,
Palace Ave
Office, Bena Blk.

BEVERIOGE.

Attorney-atLaw-

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
MASONIC.

rfMb?

K. S. RAUNE & CO.
Phone 26
CITY BOTTLING WORKS. Phone 38.
FOR WATKU
PIPE.
MACHINKRY.Itf'lM)-IN(i
ETC . Alliiitiertiic New
MATERIALS
Mexico. Dee. in HX. Sealed
plainly timrked on the outside of tiieKCalei) envelope PROPOSALS JfOlt WAT Kit PIPE, etc.,

WILLIAM

H. H

Santa Fe Chapter, No.
R. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday of each month at
Masonlo Hall at 7:t

.

1,

LLEWELLYN,

Attornty at law.

United

Las Cruces, New Mexico.
States District
Attorney.

PROPOSALS

A. W.

POLLARD,
Attornty at law.
District Attorney, Luna County.
and addressed to the undersigned at
New Mexico, will he received at the
New Mexico
'
in. of Jan. 5, Demlng
Indian School until i o'clock

Hmi7, for
furnishing nud delivering to the
school ns rpiiilred during the fiscal year
ending June tto, !iti7, nl,- nt 'Ms tons cast iron
water pipe. S fire hydrant ami tee, crosses,
ells, valves etc.. one triplex pumpdlrect connected to 1 horse power motor, one horizontal centrifugal pump belted to five horse
power motor, also a iiiauiity of brick, lumber, builders' hardware, pig lend, jute packing, etc., as per full list of plans and speciU-cation- s
obtainable nt the school. Bidders
must stute in their bid the proposed price of
each article to be ottered under contract. All
articles so offered to be subject to rigid
The right is reserved to reject any
or nil bids or any purt of any bid if deemed
for the best interests of the service. Each
bid must be accompanied by certified check
or draft made payable to the order of the
Commissioner' of Indian A Hairs for at least
5 per cent of the amount of the proposal,
wldoh check or draft will be forfeited to the
I'nlted states In case a bidder receiving an
awurd shall fail to execute promptly a satisfactory contract In accordance with his bid,
otherwise to be returned to the bidder. Bids
accompaided by cash, iu lieu of certified
check, iti not be considered. Tor further
Inform tion apply to Hl'RTON H. CL'STEli,
SUPERINTENDENT.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. ft A. M. Regular communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30

p. m.
H. F. STBPHENS, W. M.
ALAN R. McCORD, Cecy.

Dr. Lauritzcn's Health Table Malt, U. S. Land Office Practice, a Specialty
New Mexico
Is a most delicious beverage. It may Clayton,
be drunk freely at any time, by man,
woman or child. It buiids up tired,

weak bodies and shattered nerves.

PUBLICS.

JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Notary Public.
Office with the New Mexican Print
ing Co., Santa Fe, New Mexico.

CHAS. A. LAW,
A DELICIOUS

yet remains

m.
S. SPITZ, H. P.
Secy.

ARTn JR SHLIGMAN,

Santa Fe Commandery No.
1, K. T. Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall at
W. B. GRIFFIN, B. C.
:30 p. m.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
th degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rite ot Scottish Free Masonry meets
J. E. Boaham.
B. C. Wade on the ihirj Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
BONHAM a. WADE,
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
Attorneys at L ..
Practice In the Supreme and Dls Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
trlct Courts of the Territory, in th cordially invited to attend.
Probate Courts and before the U. S CHARLB3 FRANKLIN BASLEY, 82.
Venerable Master.
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
Las Cruces, N. M. PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, BeO.
14

I. O. O. F.

E. C. ABBOTT,
Attorney at law.
Practices !n the District and Su
preme Courts. Prompt and careful at
tentlon given to all business.
New Mexico.
Santa Fe

It "taken at the Sneeze Stage"
A. B. REN EUAN,
a toothsome candy Tablet
Practices In the Supreme and Dls
will surely and quickly check an ap- trict Courts;
Mining and Land Law
proaching cold or Lagrippe. When a Specialty. Rooms
t Sena BIdg.
you first catch cold or feel it coming Palace Ave., Santa Fe, N. U.
on take Dr. Shoop's Preventics, and
the prompt effect will certainly surPreventics,
prise and please you.
CHAt. F. EASLEY,
surely supply the proverbial "ounce ot
(Late Surveyor General.)
prevention." Sold in 5 cent and 25
cent boxes by Fischer Drug Co.
Attornty at law.
Santa Fe
New Mexico.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty
I CAN
SELL
Your Real Estate or Business
No Matter Where Located
Properties and Business of all kinds
FRANK W. CLANCY,
sold quickly for cash in all parts of the
Attorney at law.
United St tes. Don't wait. Write today describing what you have to sell District Attorney for Second Judicial
DlstricL
and give cash price on same.
Practices la the District Court an.
WANT TO BUY
IF YO
any kind of Business or Real Estate the Supreme Court of the Territory;
anywhere, at any price, write me your alio before the United States Suprenw
I can save you time Court in Washington.
requirements.
and money.
Albuquerque, New Mexleo.
DAVID P. TAFF,
THE LAND MAN.
415 Kansas Avenue,
OBTEOPATHY.
KANSAS.
TOPEKA,
(Homestead Entry No. 10,108.)
OH. CHARLES A. WHEELON,
Notice for Publication.
of
Osteopath.
the
Interior,
Department
No. 10S Palace Ave.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
November 24. 190C.
duccesslully treats acute and chronlt
diseases without drugs or medicine
Notice is hereby given that
No charge for Consultation.
Contreras, of Santa Fe County,
Phone 111
N. M., has filed notice, ot his Inten- Honrs: 1 11 m., M p. m.
tion to, make final five year proof in
support of his claim, viz.: HomesteaJ
Entry No. 10,108, made October 12,
S
NW
S
190G, for the
MINING ENGINEERS.
section 4, township IS N.,
NE
range 10 E., and that said proof will
be made before the register and receiver, at Santa Fe, N. M., on JanuCONY T. BROWN,
ary 3, 1907.
Mining Engineer,
He names the, following witnesses
tureury and Treasurer Ntw Mtxlw
to prove his continuous residence uptchotl of Mines,
on, and cultivation of, the land, viz.::
Ntw Mexico
oeerro,
Rafael Montoya, Marcelo Jimenez,
Maximo Jimenez, Bonifacio Lucero,
all of Santa Fe, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
CIVIL ENG'RB AND JURVEYORl
Register.
Ane-clet-

2

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening In Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco street
Visiting brothers welcome.
J. E. LACOME, N. G.
DAVID L. MILLER, 8ecy.
KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAt.
Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights c!
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
tnd third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTHR, O. C.
JOHN K. STAUFFER, K. R. S.
D. LOWITZKI, Master of Finance.
B. P.

0.

E.

Santa Fe Lodse, No. MO, B. P. O. .,
lolds Its regular session on the secon'
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are Invited and welcome.
A. J.

NORMAN

riSCHIR,

L. KING,
Secy.

1.

B.

FRATERNAL UNION.
Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Onion of America. Regular meetings
Irst and third Mondays In each month
at 8 o'clock p. m Odd Fellows' Hall,
San Francisco st'eet Visiting Frat-er-s
welcome.
R. L. BACa, fraternal Matter.
DAVID GONZALB8. Secy.
WAQflTB O. MONTOYA. Trtw

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure ot the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound $1; paper bound, 76c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws ot New
Mexico, 1S99, 1901, and 1903, English
leather, 23; 1905 English and Spanish
and Spanish pamphlet, 22.25; full
Pamphlet,' 22.75; full leather $3.50;
Sheriff's
Cover
Flexible
Pocket
two
or
Docket,
single, $1.25:
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest ot New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $6.50, delivered;
full list school blanks.

PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
Why Is it that the firm of Hughes ft
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
CORBET & SMYTHE.
Delgado are making a success ot the
Fou can get some bargains in the
Civil, Mining ana1 HyeVaullo
real estate business? It Is because this
real estate line right now by calling
Engineers.
firm Is - reliable and any property
on the reliable real estate dealers,
placed In their hands will be looked Assaying and General Contracting,
U. S. 6eputy Mineral Surveyor.
Hughes ft Delgado. Office west aide
after in a businesslike manner, Offlcs
Santa Fe, N. M ot Plasa.
BaBt aide Plaia
west of Plus.

iiiiiai'iwi'i'ji
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Forfeiture, of Publishing Out of No
sheet,
tice,
sheet.
Aflblavlt of Assessment,

rTREMEMDOUsl

Stock Blanks,
Hill of Sale

Removal Sale
B.1

sacrifice.
goes all our entire stock at great
OutThe reason for the big cut in prices, is to
save time, and work;in the Removal of our preocsent stock in our New Uuilding which we will
1SI07.
of
January
cupy the early part
At the present time we have the most comand will
plete and up to date stock in the City
entire
shall
we
you
that
vou
give
assure
the best prices that can he had not
in
Fe, but anywhere in the TerriSanta
only
tory.
Dunn" all this month we will sell the& om-toSon
Hannan
price $5.50 6.00 and 7.00
Shoe for $4.95.
Hamilton Brown Shoe regular price $4.50
and $5.00 for $3.50 and $4.00.
satis-factiona-

.

American Lady Shoe regular price $3.50
for $3 00.
The Clothing Stock will go in the same
order.
will
Hats, Caps, over and under garments
follow suit.
Best grade Prints 12, 14 and 1.") yards for
dollar now your choice 20 yards for a dollar.
hundred pieces of best outing
Two
10 yds. for a dollar
llannel, former prices and
dollar.
a
11
for
will
yds.
now they
go
Woolen dress goods, Silks and ready made
will be sold still at
goods in every department
cut.
greater
That this Great Removal Sale will be the
t
was ever held in I lie
biggest and only Sale hat
history of the Capital City.
AND

COME EARIY

TAKE

Animals Bearing Ven
sheet.
dor's Recorded Brand,
Rill of Sale In Books of 25 Blanks,

Agnstln Riunlrpz, si Clallsteo farmer,
in the city on a visit to relatives,
lie tins a married daughter here.
W. H. Kennedy, of Iho Santa Fe
Hardware and Supply Company, has
returned home from New York where
lie was called by tl.o serious illness
of his aged mother. She was Improving when he left the metropolis.
M. A. Otero, who has
been In Chicago for some days on Important business, Is expected to return
to this clly during the latter part of
the week and will be accompanied by
eastern capitalists who may Invest in
New Mexico properties.
The Misses Lena Ortiz and Amada
Ortiz, who are attending the New
and
Mexico College of Agriculture
.Mechanic Arts at iM'fsilla Park, will
spend their holiday vacation at their
home in Santa Fe. They are daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Celestlno Ortiz of
1",
Cerrillos Street.
Manuel Sabino Salazar of Ulo Arriba County is in the city on n visit
lo relatives. Mr. Salazar was elected
a delegate to the constitutional convention from his county tit the last
election and Is heartily In favor of
holding the convention for the purpose of framing a constitution In January next. He will be here several
days.
"W. II. Jack of Silver City, manager
of the Crowfoot Cattle Company, having ranges and ranches in flrant. Union and Colfax counties, left last evening for Viilon County, where ho will
remain a few days on business. On
return he will stop at- East l.as Vegas
to attend the meeting of the Cattle
Sanitary Board, of which he Is a member, on the 20th instant.
.1.
I1. Bracket t of Raton, secretary
of Iho Waller Sharp Bridge Company,
which was awarded the contract for
the construction of the new reinforced
concrete bridge over Mie river at
Calisti'o Street, left today for his
home.
He carried with him one of
the signed contracts.
Mr. Brackett
filed a surety
bond
covering the
amount of the contract with the
Hoard of County Commissioners.
Ik

per Book.
Bill of Sale

40c

Bafav
went cry if
vou give Him

BADLANDS
SYRUP.

NGROIOUND

Flonwinlto rako, rapid results.
Contain!) HDtliinjf itijunoiw.
COLDS,
COUGH:'.,
SOR12 I'HKUAi,
CURES
i im;i.h AND
ALL PULMONARY DISEASES.
Mrs. J. C. Jenkins, Denver,
Colo., write ; "1 can't. Bay

Ballard Snow Liniment Co.

A

4

of HATS, CAPS ami
FEATHERS this month.
Just Step

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

Dec.

It.

and See

In

for Yourself.

Spanish Blanks.
Anto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto de Prlslon,
pliego.
Declaraeinn .lurada,
pllego.
Certlficado de Nombramlento,
4

MISS A. MUGLER
PLAZA.

SOUTHEAST CORNER

4

pllego.

States deposits, $250,250; bonds, securities, etc., $.157,682; due from na
tional banks, not reserve agents.
due from state banks and
$4!)0,27:i;
bankers, etc., $293,482; due from approved reserve agents, $1,254,079;
lawful money reserve In bank, $.1(11,- 0C1; capital stock paid In, $755,500;
surplus fund, $332,000; due to other
national banks, $61,215: due to state
banks and bankers, $48,105; due to
trust companies and savings banks,
due to approved reserve
$37,756;
agents, $13,170; individual deposits,
United States deposits,
fi,114,OS7;
$1.14,184;
percentage of legal reserve
to deposit , 1S.43.

ab
the
stract of the reports made
comptroller of the currency shows the
condition of the national
following
banks of Arizona at the close of busi
ness November 12: Loans and dU
States
United
$3,655,401;
counts,
bonds to secure circulation, $581,500;
t'nlted States bonds to secure United
Ariz.,

DRUG CO.

Clearance Sale

Extracts From Report Submitted to
Comptroller of Currency Shows
Conditions November 12.
Phoenix,

ia

Zoii and Recommended by
FISCHER

An
to

:0: -

1906.

DOLLS ARE
READY

II

All the Christmas Goods
TOYS, DOLLS

11,

are Ready

NECKWEAR

CII1NAWAR- E-

HOSIERY-UMBRELL-

AS-

LAMl'- S-

K1D GLOVES
FANCY GOODS

FU U- SETC.

Everything useful and

orna-

mental for your Home, Family
or Friends-W- e
assure you that
you'll find greater variety
Newer & bettor styles More
exclusive novelities and a far
better assortment of everything in the Holiday Goods
kind than in any other Store
in Santa Fe.

2

25c, 50c arid $1.00

FINANCE ARIZONA
NATIONAL BANKS

THE FIRST CHOICE.

Hore,-houn-

(ST. IX)UIS.

Animals Not Bearing
sheet.
Vendor's Recorded Brand,
Bill of Sale Range Delivery,
sheet.
sheet.
Hill of Salo,
Authority to Caliber. Drive and Han
dle Animals Bearing Owner's Recor
sheet.
ded Brand,
Authority to Gather. Drive and Han
dle animals Not Bearing Owner's Re
sheet.
corded Brand,
sheet
Certificate of Brand,
Justice of the Peace Bl inks.
sheet.
Appeal Bonds,
sheet.
Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Appearance Bond,
Appearance Bond on Continuance,
sheet.
(J. P.),
of
Bond
Appearance, (District
sheet.
Court),
sheet.
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet.
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer, Com
sheet.
plaint,
Forcible F.nt.ry and Detainer, Sum
sheet.
mons,
sheet,
Replevin Bond,
Rxecul ion Forcible Entry and De
sheet.
tainer,
sheet.
Replevin Writ,
sheet.
Replevin Affidavit,.
Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet.
sheet.
Warrant,
sheet.
Commilment,
sheet.
Attachment Affidavit,
sheet.
Attachment Bond,
sheet.
Attachment Writ,
Attachment Summons ns Garnishee,
sheet.
sheet.
Execiilion,
sheet.
Summons,
sli'.et.
t
Subpoena,
sheet.
J. P. Coniplo'nt,
sheet.
Capias Complaint,
sheet.
Search Warrant,

-

TOYS ARE
READY

2

d
for Balbrtl'o
Syrup, It haa curud
and wy
my baby of Ui) croup Coutciw.
children of sovoro
inediciuo."
I know no bettor

onim-- h

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

Fienza Oflclal,
Fianza Oflcial

pliego.

pliego.

la

Fianza para Guardar

SANTA CLAUS
WIRE, WRITE OR TELEPHONE
Selections
Xma8 Eve.

marie NOW, SANTA CLAUS W1I.I, deliver

-- 0

P. O. Box 419.

Phone

No. 30,

fCHARLES WAGNER
Furniture Company.

Paz,

EMBALMING

pliego.

Contrato de
Escritura do
Documento
Hipoteca de

US.

New shipment of Furniture and Stoves just in.

Juramento,

y

IF YOU CANNOT COME TO SEE

Partido,
pliego.
Renuncia,
pliego.
Garantlzado,
plego.i
Bienes Muebles,

AND

UNDERTAKING

2

A SPECIALTY.

pliego.

extensa
Documento Gaifintlzado,
forma eniera, pliego heno.
Certidcailo de Matrimonio, 10c carta

306--

'Phone
San Francisco St.
Night Call 'Phone No. 1.

10.

uno.

Formula de Enunieraclon,
pliego.
y
Contrato Enlre los Directores
pllego.
Preceptores,
Contrato de Combustible,
pliego.
Notas Obligaciones, 25c por 50.
Libros Certlficados de Bonos, $1.
Llbros de Reclbos Supervisors de
Camlnos, 25c,
General Blanks.
3:30
sheet.
Bond for Deed,
8:4!
sheet.
Bond of Indemnity,
sheet.
Bond, General Form,
Certificate of Marrage, 75c per Do
2

4

'"

Li

OPERA HOUSE

GROCERY CO. j
j WINTER

ES

L

1

SATURDAY, DEC. 15.
Matinee
Evening

"THE KING OF

TRAMPS"

Hair All Came Out and He Suffered

1

Very Much

Thanksgiving

I TURKEYS

j Chickens,
1 FRUITS

I S.

nently Cured at Expense of

OF ALL KINDS

IN SEASON

j

E. Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40. j

MMMNtMtNNHMNM

Mrs

MMMMMMM0C

WARM TALK
want to keep warm this winter there is absolutely one
one of
way to do it and that is by calling at our store and buying
those celebrated Estate Oak Heating Stoves. They are the best by
if you

test and

we have the evidence of our numerous

customers to prove

The Estate Oaks are the best of their class, because of their
of perfection
extraordinary fire keeping qualities; they are the acme
it.

In

construction and their immense popularity makes them the most

In
rapid sellers; they keep fire from 50 to 60 hours. We have them
all sizes and the prices will surely be an incentive for you to buy

these celebrated

FUNNIER

$2,

An

heaters.

11

THAN

CIRCUS

A

for Children
Entertainment
From 6 to 60.

nfiFiiY

siitf

Mr. A. C. Burnett, proprietor, of a
general store in Avard, Oklahoma,
tells in the following grateful letter
how Cuticura cured him and his son
of terrible eczemas:
"My little boy had eczema. His
head was one solid sore, all over his
scalp; his hair nil came out, and he
I had a physician
suffered very much.
treat him, but at the end of three
months he was no better. 1 remembered that the Cuticura Remedies
had cured me, and alter giving him
two bottles of Cuticura llesolvent,
to directions, nnd using
according
Cuticura Soap and Ointment on him
his
eczema
left him, his hair
daily,
grew again, and neither he nor myself
have hud any eczema since.
As to his own case, Mr. Barnett says:
" I suffered with eczema, a burning,
itching, breaking out on my face for
more than a year. I took treatment
from physicians for several months,
which did no good. I was then
advised
to try Cuticura. I took
six bottles of Cuticura Resolvent, and
used Cuticura Soap and Ointment
freely every day. 1 began to improve
soon after starting to use them, and
when I had taken the six bottles of
the Resolvent my face had become
clear, I had good color, and all eruptions had left me.
"We use thf '.uticura Soap nnd
Ointment in our family now for
general use, and it keeps our skin
soft and healthy. I cheerfully recommend the Cuticura Remedies for all
cases of eczema,
(signed) A. C. Barnett, Avard, Oklahoma, Mar. 30, 1905. "

Specialties
THE SHOW fOU HAVE

AWAITING

VICTOR FAUST
a

Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
sheet.
Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
sheet.
Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration in Assumpsit,
Declaration in Assumpsit, on Note,
sheet.
sheet.
Satisfacton of Mortgage,
sheet.
Assignment of Mortgage,
sheet.
Lease,
Lease of Personal Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Chattle Mortgage,
Warrant to Apprlasers, full sheet.
sheet.
Power of Attorney,
Renewal of Chattel Mortgage,
sheet.
sheet.
Acknowledgement,
sheet.
Mortgage Deed,
Mortgage Deed Without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
Official Bond, Road Supervisor ,
sheet.
sheet.
Option,
sheet.
Notice of Protest,
Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
sheet.
Warranty Deed,
Quit Claim Deed, 2 sheet.
Appllcaton for Bounty for Killing
Wild Animals, 4 sheet.
sheet.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
sheet.
Township Plats,
Township Plats, full sheet.
Deed of Trust, full sheet.
sheet.
Release of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
Relinquishment,
sheet
Homestead Affidavit,
Homestead Application,
sheet,

We now have all necessary Ingredients
Fruit Cake, such as
iilAt!
j

for

your

Thanksgiving

'

Lemon

Peel,
Orange Peel,
New English Walnuts,

New Raisins,
Currants,
.Citron,
Almonds,

Etc.

Give us your order for your Thanksgiving Turkey now. Then your
choice will be selected for you. Naval Oranges for Thanksgiving.

We Guarantee Price and Quality.

2

EXTRA

FANCY

CELERY- -

FRESH BALTIMORE OYSTERS

2

Carefully Selected

2

Company.

CUT PRICES!

2

PRICES:
Matinee
Evening

Phone 26

2

BEPaN

Introducing the Favorite Comedian
Supported by

zen.
sheet.
Official Bond,
Notice of Sale Under Foreclosure of
Mortgage, full sheet.
sheet.
Certificate of Election,
sheet.
Letters of Guardianship,

GOOD THINGS TO EAT.

Phone 26.

2

vvmuwi gpecipj Scenery
Musical Singing and Dancing

WORK WONDERS

Ducks, Geese, Oysters, j

AND VEGETABLES

Perma-

CUTICURA REMEDIES

M. V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

5

Months and No Better

Yankee Doodle Company in Four
Big Laughing Acts.

DRESSED

AND

ALIVE

A

Under Doctor Three

U.S. PUNE&COPIPANY

and 50 cents
50c, 75c, and $1.00.
Tickets at Ireland's.
25

LEGAL BLANKS.

cut prj;es.

2

of first Cass
furniture, sto es and range thai w
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now It
the time to fit up your house when
you can get the best goods at the low
est prices. We will furnish your
You
house from kitchen to garret.
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
Call In and stx
on easy payments.
our goods.
We have a quantity

2

TO THE LAWS OF
NEW MEXICO.
Tlio New Mexican
Printing Company lias t ho largest facilities and

CONFORMING

2

most modern machinery for doing all
kinds of Printing and Binding in
style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
Ledgers.
Pamphlets anil Bjolt
work a specialty. Best. Book Bindery
In tlio Southwest.
Mining Blanks.
Amended Local Ion Notice,
sheet.
sheet.
Agreement of Publisher,
Proof of Labor,
sheet.
Notice Mining Location,
sheet.
Placer Mining Local ion,
sheet.
Title Bond of Mining Property,
sheet.
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Affidavit,
Coal
Statement,
Declaratory
sheet.
Complete External Hid Internal Treatment for every
sheet.
Humor, from Pimplfi lu Scrofula, from Infancy to Ape,
Small Holding Proof, full sheet.
comiiting of Cuticura Soan, Ji4e., Ointment, Wc,
with
Statement
Coal Declaratory
Wc, in form of Chocolate Coated Pilla,
No. 1 Homestead,
per vial
sheet.
be
had of ail druKKiiti. A tingle let ofteucurei.
of (10), mav
Power of an Attorney,
Potter Druft Clialu. Corp., Hole Prop., Bolton.
sheet.
Desert Land Entry, 4 074c,
Free, ' All about the Skin, Scalp, and llalr.'
Affidavit Required of Claimant,
sheet.
'
sheet.
Affidavit,
Final Proof of Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
MAKE YOUR OWN CHRISTMAS PRESENTS.
Claimant's Testimony,
Somelliing entirely new. Samples of work on display in windows
"
sheet. ,
of Mrs. Lyng's Millinery store or call sit Room No, 9, Claire Hotel.
Declaration of Application,
Lessons In work, materials furnished free only ONE DOLLAR.
sheet.
Guarantee 'the art can be learned In one lesson.
Final proof,
sheet.
sheet.
Affidavit of Witness,
Affidavit to be Filed Before Contest,
sheet.
Affidavit and Order for Publication
of Notice of Contest against a
sheet.
Entryman,
Final Homestead Proof,
full
Just received a full line of White Plumes, Laces and Mollnes
sheet.
for Reception and Evening Hats.
sheet.
Sheep Contracts,
220 San Francisco St.
TERMS:
MRS. LYNG.
Cash Must Accompany All Orders.
first-clas- s

D. S. LOWITZKI,
tan Francisco St., Santa

Lower

2

2

4

2

2

ZNCOKPOBAT)

1--

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

2

2

1

WHOLESALE GROCERS

t,

'JSC.

(

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
2 8

San Francisco St.

:

:

Telephone 14

Jit

2

TAPESTRY PAINTING.

Grain. Floor and Potatoes, Stationery,
Patent Mediclao and 6rocerV Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION

AJrTA

2

IVfN MAN.

ORDIR.

WM, M. M.

2

2

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
DEVELOPING, PRINT
ING and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Olven Promp
We make a specialty of

Send for Cataloguj.
510 South Broadway
NOWUHD & CO,
LOS AGELES. CALIF.
Attention.

LADIES

liHVl

. . . .

I.

HUGHES & DELGADO.

Insurance and Real Estate

2

2

FRANCISCO DKLCUDO.

HUUHBS.

We liave some choice property for the person with small capital and also
rare bargains for the wealthy. Let us show you our list of property.

Office

WestB We of Plaea,

t

i

CARL A. BISHOP & CO., Railroad Ticket Brokers.
SUKEITir

IBOlsTDS.

t

i

8anta Fe H. M.

Laughlin
Block.

-

mm

Tuesday,

December

11,

Wbrarlan of
Contrai,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

1906.

which was approved yesterof
day at the meeting of the Board
Mr. Ortiz
County Commissioners.
will embark In business In Santa Fe.
Teofllo Lujan was arrested last
niiriit tiv Deuuty Sheriff Felipe Ortiz
on a warrant sworn out by Augustin
Delgado. He was araigneu at z o ciock
this afternoon before Justice of the
Peace Jose Ma. Garcia. In the complaint Lujan was charged with the
theft of a carpet belonging to John
Dendahl and valued at $10.

H Wilson H eaters

er's bond

TOPICS

MINOR CITY

I

Twd weelia from today 1st Christmas. How times does fly!
The Christmas shoppers are abroad
and the early ones are getting the
cream of the holiday offerings.
Celso Lopez,
the efficient county
treasurer and
collector, Us
confined to his residence hy Indisposition.
Adolf Seligmnn ihas a change of
advertisement in today's New Mexican. Christmas shoppers will do well
to read It.
There were issued last week
in the local postofflce 19G money
to
$1,218.53;
orders
amounting
there were paid 155 money orders amounting to $1,G07.74; there
were received $1,978 of money order surplus, a total of $4,804.27.
The Ladies of St. John's Methodist
Church are preparing to hold their annual sale of Christmas articles Thursday. In the afternoon they will also
give a chicken dinner, while in the
evening nn oyster supper will he
served.

"The King of Tramps" a Yankee
Doodle comedy in four big laughing
acts comes to the opera house here
December 15. This company is unquestionably the best equipped organization that has ever ibeen seen in
this city, Coming direct here from
large city engagements, we are assured of an entertainment different
musifrom the usual run of
cal' comedies. The company carries
its own equipment of special scenery
and comes here highly recommended.

After New Year a new rate of box
will go into effect at all post
offices, making a uniform rate at all
offices of the same class, the rate
being lowest at the small offices and
going upward In the larger cities, so
Sheriff Antonio J. Ortiz is making that the lowest rate in a small town
preparations to open a meat market is 10 cents per Quarter for each call
when his term of office expires at the box, while in a large city it is $7 per
end of this month. He (lied a 'butch quarter for a large box, such as rents

EDITION
DiaIllustration!.
monds, Watches, Jewelry, Silver-war- e.
The newest styles. The
buying advantages of our three large
stores mean a paving for you. The
in this Catalog will
suggestions
make your Christmas shopping easy.
80 pages. 2.000

for It Today
No.

No.

7!, (26.00

IMUHflJ

O

or Chatelaine

WOaClWay and fourth St.
LoS AngelcS, California

HuntlndC.o.
Elgin or Waltham Movement

72, J5.00

I4K Solid Gold Brooch

JEWELERS

I4K Solid Gold

Pi.

Very

Exquisitely

fie.vy.

Rose

Carved.

Fiiish

A DOLLAR IN BANK

Mufflers, Ties, Gloves, Handkerchiefs, Hats,
Fancy Vests, Bath Robes, Smoking Jackets,
in Fact Everything that's Suitable for

safer;

.

needlessly;
You can make it earn for you 4
interest if you deposit it here for a
given time.

Are these not excellent reasons why
you should begin a deposit account
with us?
Let us assist you with the many
conveniences this bank affords.

Meiers or the Leaislatnre

HOTEL.

in Every Respect.
EUROPEAN PLAN. .

First-Clas- s

Corner Don Gaspar Avenue and Water St.
--

IN

CONNECTION WITH

iBon Ton Restaurant
BEST MEALS IN THE CITY.

Short Order
Ife

i

...

CORRICK & HUMPHREY,

FIRST-CLAS-

FINE RIGS, RELIABLE HORSES, SINGLE
BUGGIES, SURRIES. HACKS.

NO. 9

When in Need of Anything in the Livery
Line. Drivers Furnished. Rates Right.

Don't forget our large and complete
bindery and Job department. All work
handled promptly and In the most
uianuer. One trial makes you
a permanent patron.
The New Mexican Printing Company
is prepared to do the best of brief
work in short order and at very reasonable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
have their briefs printed rapidly and
correctly and to present them to the
Supreme Court now in session here
on time, should call on the New Mexican Printing Company and leave their
oraars.
NEW

MEXICAN

BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure pf the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; papor bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, ii; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1301, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; DherlCs Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Suinpreme Court Reports, Nob. 3 to 10,
clusive $3.30 each; Compilation CorMinporation Laws 75c; Compilation
of
Digest
50c;
Money's
ing Laws,
New Mexico Reports, full sheep, $0.50;
full list school blanks.

Will soon be here. We can supply y 011 with Dinner Sets China or Porcelain.
"Ll3ls Celebrated Roasters." We have exclusive sale on these goods.
Self basting. Ask to see them.
Carving Sets New designs In C ut Glass handles.
TV' ""'ft
Rogers Celebrated Silverware.

We have a large stock on hand, and can supply your wants.

I

Window Glass, Paints, Oils and

j

Wall Paper.

v

FOR BARGAINS VISIT US.

Street.

FOR THE HOLIDAYS.

The Santa Fe Filigree and
Jewelry Manufacturing Company.
A fine and extensive assortment of
of jewelry ha3 u3t
been purchased and will be sold at

the latest styles

the lowest possible rate for first class

goods. Every article guaranteed as
genuine and as represented. The
manufacture of Mexican filigree jewelry is a specialty the finest and
best work in that line is turned out
by this company at very reasonable
rates.
Brooches, bracelets, rings,
lockets, hairpins, scarf pins, ladies
breast plus, in gold or silver, filigree
work manufactured at home and in
the shops of the company by special
design and to suit customers tu short
order and from the fiueat gold.
Souvenir spoons, lnclud'iig uel Church stamps, in great numbers
and at a low price. Store and factory
208 Don Caspar
Avenue, Laughlin
building.

N.

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell tbem at live cents In book form,

(P. 0.) Agricultural College, N.

M.

SODA WATER

good deal quicker and much more satisfactory to use the telephone instead
of the telegraph. Use the long distance
telephone when you have business with
Springs, Puepeople in Denver, Colorado
Las
Cerrillos
Raton.
Trinidad.
Vegas,
blo,
n
Bernalillo. Albuquerque, Los Lunas.
and Socorro. The Santa Fe Telephone Company's instruments connect
with these places. Terms more reason-

Ever Shown in Santa Fe at the
1

JCft.'i,
9flJlll.JMfm

tM

I'm

4J

I

"I

Be-le-

able than the telegraph.

I.

SPARKS, manager.

SALT and sEEDs.

!

CITY

BOTTLING

PLAZA

much the largest asset we

BARBER

ii the

very best recommtndatioi

j S.

we

Spitz

cm itrive

Reliability ii our watchword and tvery ial we make ia closed
entirely satiifactory.

satisfaction to buy at a itora like tail.

lurj

It

ia a great

article tarrie with
t

it our fuaraatM.

C

Manufacturing Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

38.

SHOP

Tare

A. P gplegolboPG.
FiotoM
amf atea

ririt

BOUGHT to any
par' In the CounIn

To have our

to their friends, "Every lUUment made

only after the purchase prove

WILLIAM 8 PARSC-.S- ,
Prop.
Leading Tonsorlal Parlor In Santa Fa.
Two Porcelain Bath Tuki.

Hair Cutting a Specialty.

taj

hTe in our buiinei.

W

WORKS,

Telephone No.

THE

HO U8E IN SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

QRAIN

COUNT
0k YOURWEGOOD
WILL,

for.

Any Flavor You Deslr.
We will deliver Soda Water In any
quantity to any part of the city.

an

A

'f

can be relied upon"

Agent For

Cits Barren.

It Is Much Cheaper

GRAIN, POTATOES,

Iretail;

customer!

Letnp's St. Louis Beer

LUTHER FOSTER, President

ind

The New Mexican Printing Company is prepared to fill promptly and THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE'
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcements, invitations and all work of that
kind. Prices as low as compatible
with good work. Call at the New
Mexican office and examine samples
and prices.

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezuma Ave, Santa 're, N. M.
Telephone No. 33

Four full
college courses In agriculture, mechanic arts,
domestic science and general science; short courses in agriculture,
stenography, and assaying. $90,000 worth of equipment. A faculty
of 30 Instructors; 230 students now in attendance.
Military instruction by an officer of the U. S. Army.
Large parade and athletic
grounds. Commodious girls' dormitory, under the best management.
An Ideal winter climate at an altitude of 3,800 feet,

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

ns.ALERS

.

MONDRAGON, Mgr.

6ol

institution giving an intensely practical education.
Supported by Federal and Territorial appropriations. Pleasantly situated in Its own grounds of 400 acres in the beautiful
M'silla Valley.

ipsq

LEO

East Side ot Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.

The Largest Stock of

'

Harness and Saddlery

HENRY KRICK

AND MECHANIC ARTS.

CHAS. CLOSSON.

THANKSGIVING

WSSS

S

An

CALL UP 'PHONE

Three coaU of Ejiamel on steel, outsl de blue, Inside white, made in Germany. These utensils for kitchen ar e superior in quality. Excelled by none.

We have stable and outdoor Blankets, also Laprobes of different qualities,

Props.

120 San Francisco
SSSW

Economy, the basis of

Turquoise Enamaled Ware

GOOD SADDLE HORSES

SS SSS

safe, and out last

Horse Wear

SERVICE

S

loss

longer,

iff

THE NEW MEXICO

LIVERY STABLE
.

s

LIVERY, BOARDING AND FEED STABLE

COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE

'VI

r

C

will be more than welcome at the
PLOMTEAUX
Boarding House upon
their arrival In Santa Fe, as well as
any one else, as longTis I have vacant rooms. But you will hare to
to
room.
hurry
get a good
Elegantly furnished rooms. You do
not have to walk on the cold
floor. Call at 114 Cerrillos Road, just
beyond the Capitol Building and I
will make you a price of $8 per month
If you cannot afford to pay for a
for a fine room or $25 per month for
paper, subscribe for the Weekly
dally
room and board. Good!
New Mexican Review and get the
MRS. BRATJLIA PLOMTEAUX,
cream of the week's doings. It Is
Proprietress. good paper to send to your friend

John V. Conway.

vs xwvt

VVAX vc

FINE RIGS

Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In
blank form by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

THE N0RMANDIE

V V

fire

our quarantee.

Santa Fe Livery Stable

Superintendent
Says They Are All
"Gentlemen" and Give Twenty
Guards Little Trouble.
Yuma, Ariz., Dec. 11. There are at
present 2C5 convicts In the Arizona
territorial prison here which exceeds
the number of any previous year. Superintendent Millay states that despite the number of convicts, there is
little or no trouble In handling them.
They are very gentlemanly and obey
orders without, a word. Twenty guards
are employed to look after the convicts and keep them from escaping.
All of the work within the wells is
done by the prisoners and they are
taught, ninny trades so that when they
leave the institution, they can earn
an honest livelihood. U has been unprofitable to carry on a regular Industry at the prison, so all attempts to
do so have been abandoned.

it

XV

vsvc.

retain

trouble, perfectly

I

SVt MOOS

fuel,

other stoves.

HABERDASHERY I
EHLE'S EHLE 'S EHLE'SI

ARIZONA PRISON
to spend

less

I

for $1.50 at Santa Fe. Here the new
rates will mean a reduction In box
rents on all except four large Mns,
to 50 per cent. The rates
from M
next year will be as follows: For
small lock boxes (!0 cents, instead of
$1 'per quarter;
for medium boxes 75
cents Instead of $1.50 qier quarter; for
lock drawers $1 .Instead of $1.50 per
quarter; for hlns $1.50 per quarter as
heretofore. This rate applies to all
postofflces whose gross receipts are
between $10,000 and $40,000 per quarter, these in New Mexico, being Albuquerque, Santa Fe, East Las Vegas,
Roswell and Raton.

They will tell you its the

Wilson.

best they ever had, because they use

Can Be Found at the Santa Fe

your pocket, because

You are not so liable

Ask your neighbors who are using the

Gmstmas Presents
FOR MEN

265 CONVICTS IN

Is worth more to you than a dollar in

You know it Is

For Coal or Word

I

BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS

UIVVUIY

CHRISTMAS

rents

New Jewelry Catalog No. 49

Write

PAGE FIVE.

try; send ticket
and get cash for It; tran
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sactlona guaranteed; association office.
ROSENFIELD, 118 R. R. Ave, Albuquerque, N. M.

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors

SPECIAL SALE
Toys, Fancy Goods and
Holiday Novelties.

The only first class in city.
Second to none in Territory.

Four first class artists : : .:
1. 50
Electrical Baths
25
Baths
Other
Parlors Located West Side Plaza
W. H. KERR, Proprietor,

....

NO

FANCY

PRICES;

EVERYTHING SOLD AT BOTTOM

PRICES.

ADOLPH SELIGM AN.

I

PAGE

SANTA IT! NEW MEXICAN. SANTA FE. N. M.

SIX.

Roswell Automobile Co

WAJITS

AUTOMOBILES.

TOLEDO

- -Two of the best known and best
and In
communications
all
Address
machines for all purposes on the
market.
quiries to the
--

FOR RENT Three furnished rooms
for light housekeeping. Good location
M. C. Miller.

--

Roswell Automobile Co

HOUSES TO RENT.
Houses to rent, lease or for sale,
furnished or unfurnished, good locations. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes
Office west side ot Plaza.
& Delgado.

New Mexkc

Roswell,

AGENTS Canvassers", mixers, pod
diet's, solicitors, mail order people
etc., should buy Kramer's Book of
Trade Secrets. Regular price $.r.00
but balance of last edition for $1.25
as long as they last. Guaranteed. Or
der quick. Sioux Publishing Co., Stl
therland, Iowa.

EL PASO ROUTE

suggest Ions were offered looking to the
Pork Chops prevention of injuries due to their
Ham and Eggs own carelessness or that of fellow
I.lver and Bacon
Mutton Chops workmen.
Pork Sausage
There were no strikes during the
Wlennerwurst
year, and the labor situation continues
Eggs, Any Style,
Red or Green Chile Con Came good. The average number ot men emFrIJoles and Navy Beans
ployed at the mines was 2,290; boys,
Pozole, Tamales G4; total, 2,354 an increase of 247
men and 12 boys during the year.
OYSTERS.
There were nine fatal accidents durFried, Stewed, .scalloped. Pan Roasted, Oyster Loaf,
Raw, Any Old ing the year, or 3.82 for every 1,000
persons employed at the mines.
Style.
The output of coal during the year
FISH.
Spanish Mackerel Bull Heads, Red was 1,720,738 tons, an Increase of
Snapper, Lobsters and Frog's Legs, 254,030 tons, or 17.29 per cent over
Shrimps, Halibut, Salmon, Pike, Ihe preceding year. The value ot the
product at the mines was
Perch, Herring and Black Bass.
representing a slight Increase
GAME.
demand
Teal Duck
Spring Chicken over the previous year,
for New Mexico coal was more constant than ever before, and during the
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
winter the demand exceeded the supMEATS.

Mail and Passenger Line between Island train due at 2 a. tn.
Koswell, N. M,, and Torrance, N. M.,
Kuimlng time between the two
connection points E hours, meals furnished at
ilally
Sunday incluiled,
FOR RENT Four-roohouse, In- with all trains on the Rock Island Camp Noedmore, free of charge,
quire "M", New Mexican.
Excursion parlies accommodated by
and Santa Fe Cential Railways.
Leave Roswell at 1 p. m.
notifying the company two days In
Fine Business property
FOR SALE
Leave Torrance cn arrival of Rock advance.
San Francisco St. 0. C. Watson & Co.

AGENTS FOR THE BUICK AND POPE

FOR SALE General merchandise
business on the El Paso & Southwestern in eastern New Mexico, Stock
$15,000, to $20,000. Fine opportunity
for right party. Can explain good
reason for selling. Locality healthiest in New Mexico. Address Inquiries
to this paper.
Don't forget our targe and complete
All
bindery and Jul) department.
work handled In the most
manner. One trial makes you a permanent customer.

P. H. Steaks
Veal Cutlets

$2,279,-940.4-

Ti

best fruit ranches In
northern Santa Fe County, about twen
ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
Santa Fe,
Max. FrosL Box No. C.-of the

One

New Mexico.

6. SYSTEM
Santa Fe Branch.

D, &. R.
Effective

it

..34...
..NI...

..SI...
.SI....
.M....
12.'....
IfJ

!.) n

UMl..M..

Log Angeles to Chicago and intermediate poicts. Direct
connections made for all points North, Eas; and Southeast.

TAKE
THE.

NEW

TRAIN

SCHEDULE
EQUIPMENT

Leaves El Paso at 6:50

J
M

FAST
TRAIN.

EXPRESS.

NIGHT

NEW

5

,.

IL

.

PAHO,

(.

Traveling Passenger Agent,
El Paso, Thm.
y

Tuania.
1

Passenger Agent,
Dallas, Texas.

M

5
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Santa Fe Central Railway System.
TOKSANCE

SUNSHINE ROUTE,

ERVICE.

A$T PASSENGER AND FREIGHT

Lv.,

0ATIWY..

8TEAMIP TIC"T

TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD

p to "

y

Kitaucia.... " i,144i 12 4!i p
Wlllanl ... " i),12MI.2 a
tl,2lu lO.tA
t),2)tl
In 30
6.47F

Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup, the
a new Laxative,
stimulates, but does not
irritate. It is the best Laxative.
Guaranteed or your money back. Sor

a

9.60 a

S. B. GRIMSHAW.

....

No.
No.
No.

721

TIME TABLE.
Arrive.
.. ,10:40 a. m.

...

C.50

...11:15

p. in.
p. in.

Depart.

James Donahue, New Britain, Conn.,
writes: "I tried several kidney remedies, and was treated by our best
physicians for diabetes, but, did not
Improve until I took Foley's Kidney
Cure. After the second bottle I showed Improvement, and five bottles cured
I have since
me completely.
passed
a rigid exanilnalion for
life Insurance." Foley's Kidney Cure cures
and all forms of kidney and
bladder trouble. For sale at Ireland's
Pharmacy.

8:15 a. m.
No. 720
back-nch- e
4:20 p. m.
No. 722
No. 724
7:40 p. m.
No. 720 connects with Nos. 10 and
2 oast ami No. 3 limited west.
Piles
No. 722 connects with No. 1 west.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 and 9 Slump's

get. quick relief from Dr.
Magic Ointment. Remember
it's made alone for Piles and it
west.
works
with certainty and satisfaction.
No.
at
all
stations.
stops
No. 7 will stop at all stations, Lnmy Itching, painful, protruding, or blind
to Albuquerque, to discharge passen- piles disappear like magic by its use.
Try It and see! Sold by Fischer Drug
gers from Santa Fe.
No. 721 will leave Lamy at 9:40 a. Co.
ni. and will not wait for No, 2 from
If you like Coffee but dare not
be west.
drink it, try Dr. Shoop's Health
G. II. DONART,
Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. Coffee, ft is true that real Coffee
City Ticket Office, Catron Block, east does disturb the Stomach, Heart and
Kidneys. But Dr. Shoop's Health
side Plaza. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Coffee has not a grain of true coffee
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexi in It. Being made from parched
can and get the news.
grains, malt, etc., it forms a wholesome, food-likdrink, yet having the
true flavor of Old Java and Mocha
CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR
RATES SANTA FE CENTRAL. Coffee. "Made in a minute." Call at
our store for a free sample. Sold by
Co.
Christmas and Cartwrlght-DaviDuring the
holiday season, the Santa Fe Centra'
lias instructed
lis agents to sell FOOD COMMISSIONER'S REPORT.
The 'Minnesota Dairy and Food
round trip excursion tickets under the
Tickets for Commission's analysis shows that
following conditions:
round trip between points on the San- Kennedy's Laxative Honey and Tar
ta Fe Central may be sold by the and Bee's Laxative Honey and Tar
agents at the rate of one regular first contained opiates and croton oil. Opiolnss fare between December 22 and ates are poisons and croton oil Is a
December 31, 1906, and on January 1. violent poisonous purgative. Refuse
1907.
The tickets so sold shall be to accept any but Foley's Honey and
good for continuous passage In each Tar iln n yellow package.
Foley's
direction, the start to be made on the Honey and Tar contains no opiates or
day the ticket is sold. Tickets will dangerous drugs and is the best cough
and cold cure. For sale at Ireland's
be good for return until and on
.
4.
Pharmacy.
1

I

'

Connections at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso
Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways.
At Kennedy and Santa Ft
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa Ft
with the Denver A Rio Grend Railroad.

special attention given to handlin g of passengsrs and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicag o, Roc, torrid 4 Pacific
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicit

Rai'-va"-

W. H. ANDREW8,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.

S. B. GRIM8HAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT,
Asst. See'y and Tress.

A P. LYNG,
City Freight and Pass. Agt.
Oeneral Offices, Bar

PRINTERS
PUBLISHERS

. .

BOOK BINDERS

A".

L. GR.M3HAW,

Trav. Freight and Pass. Apt
.

e

s

11)06-0-

.

New Mexico.

Jan-nar-

Publishers New Mexico Supreme Court Decisions.
LE6AL BLANKS Wholesale or Retail A SPECIALTY
Leaf Ledgers

ply.

The Immediate future of the coalmining Industry appears promising.
The equipment of the mines Is being
made more efficient, there Is an assured market for the product, and
tratisiKirtatlon facilities are being bettered, so that the Inspector estimates
that there will be an Increase of about
30 per cent In the output during the
next year,
The production during the past year
was somewhat restricted by lack of
facilities.
transportation
adequate
This defect is being remedied, however, by Ihe construction of several
new lines and branches within the
Territory.
The St, Louis, Rocky Mountain &
Pacific Railroad is constructing a road
from Elizabethtown to De Moines,
New Mexico, a distance of seventy-eigh- t
miles, connecting with tbe Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad at
Raton and with the Colorado & Southern at Des Moines. This road Is being
built to transport the coal mined at
Van Houten and Kohler, New Mexico,
The Yankee Fuel Company, and others, have opened extensive mines at
Johnson and Barela mesas, in Colfax
County; and the Santa Fe, Raton &
Eastern Railroad has been built to the
mines and is now in operation. The
Santa Fe, Raton & Des Moines, now
under construction, will connect these
camps with the Colorado & Southern
at Des Moines, New Mexico. An extension of this lino, known as the
Santa Fe, Liberal & Englewood Railroad, is also under construction and
will have a length of 231 miles thru
Kansas and Oklahoma, connecting
with the Rock Island at Liberal,
Kansas,- - and Willi the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad at Englewood, Kansas, and running thence to
Woodward, Oklahoma. This new railroad will give NVw Mexico coal a short
haul to new markets In Kansas and
Okalhonia.
The mines at Carthage, Socorro
County, have been reopened, and the
Colorado Midland Railroad, fourteen
miles long, has been constructed to
transport the cos from "the wines to
the main lint- - of the Atchison, Toiwka
& Sanla Fe Railroad at San Antonio,
New Mexico, whence It will be shipped to various markets.
There have been 259 coke ovens In
operation during the year. The Dawson Fuel Company has 450 new oven
nearly completed at Dawson, which
will use 375,000 tons of coal per year,
and the Yankee Fuel Company plans
to erect 200 ovens in the near future.
Thus the capacity of the production of
coke will be more than trebled, and a
largely Increased quantity of coal will
be required to keep the coke ovens in
operation.
The construction of these additional
coke ovens is very opiiortune, since
tbe demand , for coke to supply the
smelting works of the Southwest during the past two years has been greater than the ovens ot Colorado and
New Mexico could supply.
By the Indian appropriation act of
of
June 21, 1900, an appropriation
$50,000 was made to enable the secretary of the Interior to have made
an investigation of the character, extent, and value of the coal deposits In
the segregated coal lands of the Choctaw and Ch ickasaw nations, Indian
The Inspector renews his recommendation, contained in previous
annual reports, that an appropriation
be made for a similar Investigation in
New Mexico.
With a view of lessening the danger from coal-duexplosions, which
annually cause the death of many
persons In the central and southwestern regions, the Inspector recommends
tihat a commission of experts in the
manufacture of explosives be appointed for the purpose of devising a flame-lesexplosive for use in coal mines,
an explosive which couM beMmanu-factureat reasonable cdst, and which
would be safe and convenient In use.
With the same end In view, he recommends that restrictions be placed
upon miners with regard to ''shooting
off the solid" that is, shooting coal
without any preparatory
cutting or
undermining, whereby the force of the
explosion Is projected toward the
mouth of the drill hole, thus frequent-lshots, which
producing blown-ou- t
are responsible for many of the dust
explosions.
The inspector also recommends that
section 10 of the act of Congress for
the protestion of the lives of miners,
approved March 3, 1891, which requires 'that a metal speaking 'tube be
provided from the top to the bottom
of the shaft or slope, be emended so
as to permit of the construction of a

telephone line instead. A .telephone
would provide better means of communication and at the sarnie time
would not work hardship upon
the
mine operators by requiring them to
expend large sums to connect dls
tant part of the mine together. The
law as It now stands is mandatory,
however, and does not - vest the department with any discretion in the
matter.

DANGER

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Commercial iBank Books

and Briefs for Lawyers.

Records

DAILY

NEW MEXICAN

Men-net-

EL NUEVO MEXICANO Spanish

ADVICE.

t,

News-Heral-
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Catarrh Cannot be Cured

WOULD DROP IRISH CRIMES
ACT FROM CONTINUANCE
BILL.
London, Dec. 11. Tn response to
strong representations from the followers of John Redmond, the government has consented to drop the Irish
crimes not from the expiring laws
continuance hill. It is (believed, however, that (the House of Lords, which
has the power, will
the act.

Blank Butchers' Shipping Certificates for sale by the New Mexican
Printing Company.

with LOCAL APP, ICATIONS. aathey cannot
reach the seat of the iliaeaRe. Catarrh In a
blood or constitutional illaenae. and in order
to cure It you must take Interim! remedies.
HhII's Catarrh Cure is fallen Internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous s
Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a quack
medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians lu this country lor years and
Is a regular prescription.
It Is composed of
the best tonics known, combined with tiie
best blood purltters. actiiifr directly on the
mucous surfaces. The perfect combination
of the two ingredients Is what produce tich
wonderful results in curing I atnrrh. Send
for testimonials free.
K. .1. CHUNKY
(.'().. Props , Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price r,ric.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

New Mexican advertisers get trade,

Go Santa Fe

To Chicago.
In that way you'll loam just how good Its service
no other way. You'll find modern equipment

Is.

There Is

Chair cars and Pullmans; and Harvey meals.
Several drains to choose from.
A low rate will be made from December 1st to 4th Inclusive, final
return limit December 10th.
$41.30, to be exact. Why not make your trip then?
International Live Stock Exposition, December
t

(.

'

H. DONART.

Agent, Santa Fe, N.

uauus.1

M.

t,ftfiiaaaaaa,

New rnexico EmDioymeni
ii
Bureau
AND

REALTY

COMPANY.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Money Lent on Approved Security.

Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.
.

Business of

Non-Residen-

Attended to.

ts

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN;

s

A Nice 7 Room House.

d

--

Lot.

Good Location.

FftiU Trees.
101 Palace

Avmh,

Large
Plenty of
Vhne Nt.

1M.

y

Kentucky Saloon.
J. BERARDINELLI & CO., Proprietors.

Francisco St. . , . . . . . . . . . Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Only the finest of Imported wines and cordials served to customers
the best of whiskies and brandies, do mestlc and Imported, a specialty Superior brands of cigars.
261

San

All Work Guaranteed

'

AT LOWEST

ADDRESS

NEW MEXICAN REVIEW W'kly.

IN ASKING

When you have a cough or cold do
not ask some one what ds good for It,
Palace.
as there is danger In taking some unE. S. Waddles, St, Joseph; A.
known preparation.
Foley's Honey
Sr., Las Vegas; F. C. Matthews, and Tar cures coughs, colds and preDenver; S. H. Fields, St. Joseph; Har- vents pneumonia, The genuine Is in
San Francisco;
Richard a yellow package. Refuse substitutes,
ry Davis,
Dunn, Las Vegas; D. J. Herron, East For sale at Ireland's Pharmacy.
Las Vegas; J. B. Bell, Douglas, AriCatarrh of th
zona,
nose and throat
should lead you to at least ask us for
Claire.
L. R. Harris,
Albuquerque; F. H. a free trial box of Dr. Shoop's CaMkmroe, Chicago; Georg H. Brewer, tarrh Cure. Nothing so surely proves
Mexico City; J, T. Fisher, Las Ve- merit as a real actual test and Dr.
gas; F. W. Shayne, Denver; F. A. Shoop, to prove this, earnestly desires
MoCIung, Pueblo; E. O. Graham, Kan- that we let you make that test. This
sas City; Theodore M. Wood, A. R. creamy, Snow White healing balm,
Reese, Denver; J, V. Thompson, Los soothes the throat and nostrils, and
quickly purifies a foul or feverish
Angeles.
breath. Call and Investigate, Fischer
Normandie,
A. R. Garrison, Montesano, Wash.; Drug Co.
John Waterworth,
Cowlea; Trinidad
"There is at
Reprint
Romero, Fort -- Garland', Colorado; F.
H. Ingle, Durango;
Vicente Roy.bal, least one effectual, safe, and reliable
Cough Cure Dr.
Shoop's that we
Antonio Roybal, Pojoaque.
regard as suitable, even for the youngCoronado.
John Ling, Albuquerque; F. C. Bur- est child. For years, Dr." Shoop bitterly opposed the use of opiates or
nett, Las Vegas; J. M. Seay,
narcotics In medicine, offering $10
ivr drop to any one finding Opium,
or
Chloroform or any
LAS VEGAS HOSPITAL '
HAS PATIENTS, LACKS MONEY narcotic Ingredient In Dr.
Shoop's
Cough Cure. And the challenge is as
Las Vegas, N. M., Dec. 11. The yet unanswered. Here Is one manuLadles Relief Society of Las Vegas Is facturing physician, who welcomed
circulating a petition in an effort to with much satisfaction, the new govsecure $1,000 for the aid of the Las ernment Pure Fond nnd Drug Law.
Vegas Hospital, which is sorely in The public can now protect itself at
need of funds. The following contri- all times, by insisting on having Dr.
butions have been made: Max Nord-hau- Shoop's when a cough remedy is need$100; First National Bank, $100; ed." Sold by Fischer Drug Co.
San Miguel National Bank, $100.
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Millions of buttles of Foley's Honey
and Tar have been sold without any
person ever having experienced any
other than beneficial results from Its
use for coughs, colds nnd lung troubles. This Is because the genuine
Foley's Honey and Tar dn the yellow
package contains no opiates or other
harmful drugs. Guard your health by
refusing any but the genuine,
For sale by Ireland's Pharmacy.

The flew Mexican Printk Company

Best Equipped and Vost fjodern Book Bindery in the Southwest

Loose
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Oup

Agency.
General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe
Nu fee charged
To and From Roswell.
unless rol ri tlo n
Connection made with Automobile
Is made. Wemak a
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
collection! In all part of t lie U. S.
Automobile leaves Tcrrance (or RosANTHONY P.WILSON,
Attorney.
well at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
413 Kansas Avenue,
Ros12
Automobile
leaves
noon.
it
KANSAS.
TOPEKA,
well for Torrance at 1 p. m. and arrives
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be
tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
and between Torrance and Roswell PUBLIC SPEAKER INTERRUPTED.
Public speakers are frequently in$10.
Reserve seats on automobile by
terrupted by people coughing. This
J. W. STOCKARD,
wire.
Manager Automobile Line. would not happen If Foley's Hone)
and Tar were taken, as It cures
coughs and colds and prevents pneumonia and consumption. The genuine
contains no opiates and Is In a yellow package. Ireland's Pharmacy.
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Connecting at Santa Fe, N. M., wl'l sale at Ireland's
Pharmacy.
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for
all points In Colorado, Utah, Idabo,
Npw Mexican advertisers get trade.
Montana, Washington, and tbe Qreai
Northwest.
Counectlng at Torrance for all
points east and west with Golden State
The
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. PullAmerican
man bertha reserved by wire.
For ratea and information address
Collection
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E. P.
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Trains stop at Emliudo for d lner
where good meals are served.
At Anton ito for Durango, Sllverton
Effective Monday, February 26, 1906.
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Intermediate
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Santa Fe Central Rail
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This handsome solid vestibuled train runs through to New Or- g
3 leans, Shreveport and St Louis without change. Carries through
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SHORT STORY
Specially Selected From Among Best
Short Story Writers of the Day.
All Are Bright, Catchy and
Entertaining.
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Joe Whitman, cowboy, rode up to
the Circle ranch house one day to see
okl Colonel Meeelmm about some lost
cattle, and ten minutes later he had
Jost his heart to Miss Rose, the colonel's daughter, who was then a girl of
nineteen and her father's housekeeper.
Circle ranch had been a great ranch
In Its day, but the colonel had met
with all sorts of bad luck and couldn't
pay his debts.- He had a few cattle
and one cowboy left, while a colored
woman assisted Rose about the housework.
Hose Meecham had not been educated In the east. She had been born In
the ranch house aud sent to a school
not a hundred miles away, and her environments had been of the plainest.
As the adoring futher said of her more
than once after his wife died:
"Rosle Is good looking and honest
hearted and will make Borne man a
good wife. There's nothing of the coquette or flirt about her. She doesn't
know what u flirtation means. She's
just a plain girl, with her heart set on
doing all she can for her old daddy."
That was the colonel's way of putting It, and it simply shows how little
the average father knows of the average daughter. Miss Rose was good
looking aud honest hearted, but she
would flirt with a cross eyed cowboy.
Any other girl In her situation would
have done the same thing. There
wasn't another girl for fifteen miles
around, while there were about fifty
cowboys within that distance, and, besides there was the fort ouly live miles
away aud soldiers pussing on the road
every day.
Joe Whitman may have been above
the average cowboy In looks and education. Miss Rose had decided within five minutes that she liked him.
Within another five she was smiling
bo sweetly aud talking so ulrely that
she had Joe stummerlug out his words.
That was the beginning of things.
He had driven home a bunch of the
colonel's cattle that he had cut out of
his herd, and though he wanted .to
linger at the ranch and talk about the
price of beef on the hoof, the drop In
hides and the dry summer, he wasn't
equul to the occasion aud was almost
bucked off his pony In taking his leave.
Joe rallied when he got buck to bis
cattle and began to lay plans, and from
that day on It was a cold day when he
did uot bring In some of the colonel's
stray stock.
It was a puzzle to the old gentleman
why his cattle should wander six or
seven miles aftei pasture when they
had better at home, but It was no mystery to Miss Rose. Every time a bunch
of tiie missing cattle came back Joe
had to stop to explain and to call for a
drink of water aud to hang around for
a good half hour and that girl, who
didn't know what a flirtation meant,
laughed to herself after he had departed.
Jim Taylor, the lone cowboy In the
colonel's employ, was past forty, bad
a wife somewhere In the east and was
out of the ruuulug, but he was no
wooden head. When those lost cattle
were driven up he would go to the
colonel and declare that somebody was
driving them off that he might have
the privilege of driving them back
again, and that If Miss Rose were his
daughter be would put bis foot down.
Then the colonel would look up In an
Innocent way and exclaim:
"Lord love us, but you dou't think
Rosa drives off our cattle and then
drives them back again!"
"No, I don't, colonel, but don't It
strike you that Joe Whitman, la coming here mighty often?"
"Is he? Well, he has to bring back
the strays, you know, and It Is very
kind of blm Indeed. I don't always
see him, but I hope that Rosa returns
my thanks In a proper way."
Joe was working the cattle business
for all It was worth and calling at the
Circle ranch between times with oranges and boxes of candy sent to him
from Denver, wben a rival suddenly
entered the field.
Sergeant Smith, from the fort, came
along one day with a squad of men and
topped at the house to make some inquiries. The sergeant was a good looking man. He had a taking way with
him. A flirtation was started almost
at once, and when he took up his Hue
of march again he promised himself the
pleasure of another call.
Three days later be rode out to the
ranch and began to make love In earnest. He had served Uncle Sam for
twelve years, saved up $200 and was
looking for a Wife. While he continued
to be a soldier she could have a place
as one of the laundresses In Company G.
Before the sergeant got away Joe
Whitman came riding up. The two
men Instinctively recognized each other as rivals and glared and muttered,
but there was- no bloodshed. ,
When the son of Mars had gone,
there was a quarrel between the two
left. Joe's jealousy made It, although
when asked what rights he bad he
could not define them. He hinted that
he would bring back no more lost cattle and was told not to put himself out
In future, and he called Miss Rose a
heartless flirt and rode away with bis
ibroncbo's heels In the air.
It Is just as easy for a nan to make
fool of himself on the plains of the
west as at Newport or Saratoga. When
Joe had cooled down lie admitted that
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The
be was In the wrong, but It required
more moral eourugo than he possessed
to ride over ami make a confession. In
this emergency he haunted the spring

until he found out from Martha, the
colored woman, that on a certain day
ami date Miss Rose and the sergeant
were to take a two mile walk to a certain limestone cave on the bunks of the
river.
Every man has a friend somewhere
if he will only hunt him up. After
thinking things over Joe decided to go
to old man Barnes, who kept a saloon,
eating house and a sort of menagerie
in town, and when his case had been
stated the old man replied:
"Easiest thing In the world, my boy.
You want to ruu that sergeant off the
ranch und make a hero of yourself at
the same time."
"But he don't look like a feller who
could be run," was protested.
"Make no mistake, my boy. You cau
run his coat tails out straight 'If ouly
you go about It right."
"But how cau I makev a hero of my'
self'"
,
"That's a part of the game. Now
listen to me."
Three days later the sergeant rode
up to the ranch with his chest puffed
out and a complacent look on his face.
He felt that he was a winner. He was
going to honor the ranchmun's duugu-te- r
by taking her Into Uncle Sam's
service.

His welcome wasn't quite as genial
as It might have been, as Miss Rose
was beginuiug to feel conscience stricken about Joe Whitman. She had found
on mature consideration thut she liked
Joe very much, and when a girl will
admit that and be sorry that Bhe flirted
with another man at the same time she
is very near the point of loving.
The horse was left at the stables, and
the pair started for the cave on foot.
On the way the sergeant got ready to
propose, but a rattlesnake created a
diversion, lie made ready a second
time, but a stray steer had to be
clubbed away, and so the river wu's
reached without a recruit being added
to the army.
The cave contained three rooms and
was accounted a wonder. A torch that
had beeu prepared was lighted, aud the
couple entered the dark mouth, but
had hardly reuched the center of the
first room when they were saluted by
such a growling and clawing aud roaring as held them spellbound for a moment. Then as a monster bear came
rushing at them from one of the Inner
rooms the doughty sergeant broke for
daylight aud tied ut his best pace. The
calls of the girl were unheeded. lie
hadn't served twelve years lu tbe nrmy
to become bear's meat. He wanted a
vlfe, and Company O wanted a second
laundress, but he would try to find the
woman lu towu. He covered the mile
to the bouse without a break and then
mounted his gallant steed and set off
for the fort. He even forgot to leave
best wishes behind.
Meauwblle Miss Rose had stumbled
and fallen and fainted away. It was
as good a chance as a bear ever had.
but this particular animal failed to
take advantage of the oceaslou.
In the first place, be was muzzled,
and, lu the next, Joe Whitman was
hanging on to tlw end of a long rope
fasteued to his co'llar. When he had
fulfilled his mission he was tied up,
and Joe went out and shouldered the
still unconscious girl aud had borne her
nearly home when she revived.
As he opened her eyes and wondered how she had tasted to the bear
Joe pointed out the sergeant riding
away.: He also displayed his bloody
bunting knife.
bear!"
"Oh, Joe, but the bear-t- he
gasped the girl on bis arm.
"I cume aloug just lu time to kill it.
Xhauk heaven, you are not hurt. Here
you are at home. I am glad I was of
service to you, but I can't come in.
After what was said the other day"
"You will come in, of course. There
may be another bear around."
There wasn't, but during the next
hour Joe had a talk with the colonel
and both of them shook hands at the
end of It and said they were glad.
That night when Joe led the bear back
to the town and his cake the owner
gruffly queried: ,;,
"Well, did It work?"
"Beautifully."
"Then hand over the ten. When you
want a second wife come to me and
we will put up some other job to get
her." ;
,
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fond ofpedestrlan exercise. True, you
may train him by tbe use of certain
appliances to follow you through field,
flood and fire, but he will do this not
because he udores you, but because you
have successfully deceived him Into
thinking that. he cannot help himself,
and that one Idea dominates him. Do
you Imagine that it is personal regard
for Cinders & Co. which Impels those
splendid draft horses to toll and strain
at that five ton load, or that it Is adoration which lands Mr. Spenders' roadster lu front in a brush on the speedway? Not In the least. They believe
they cannot do otherwise, and attempts
at rebellion have always proved fruitless. As well expect old Madge to harness hwself to the runabout and to
come to the door to take you for a
drive because she thought you were
looking pule. K. M. Ware In Outing

are strong and perfect.
The gaze
should be confined to the interior of the
car. Looking out of tho windows to
the rapidly changing scenery is a
great strain. Philadelphia Ledger.
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Magazine.

Great Time Saver.
Slias So Zeke has done away with
his old dairy wagon and takes his milk
to town In one of these new automobiles?
.Cyrus-Ye-- as.
Zeke says
by heck!
the automobile shakes so much the
milk Is chinued to butter by the time
ho readies town. Chicago News.

"THE

ARABIAN

NIGHTS."

Sir Rlrhard Barton' Trannlatlon of
(he Tale.
"The Arabian Nights" was first In
troduced to Europe by a Frenchman
named Calluud, and the first English
versions were simply translations of
his. Then a Dr. Scott gave a very superior edition, "occasionally corrected
from the Arublc." lu 1831), however,
appeared au English translation entirely from the Arabic, with copious notes
and Illustrations. It was Edward
Lane's, a gentleman whose long
residence in Egypt had fully qualified
him for his work. This translation
may be said to have held the field until the appearance of one by Sir Richard Burton, Sir Richard was a daring
and successful traveler, who had a remarkable facility In acquiring eastern
language, lie performed a pilgrimage to Mecca disguised as a pilgrim, a
feat as difficult us It was daring. In
1872 he was appointed to the post of
Here he
British consul at Tricst.
applie.l his kuuwledge of Arabic to
making a faithful translation of "The
Arablau Nights Entertainments," supplementing Ids work with copious notes
and terminal essays which have been
called a mine of curious and diverting
information. - Its publication, caused a
great sensation. Details were freely
given that had previously been suppressed. But the accuracy of the translation as a whole was candidly acknowledged, and Burton may be credited with having made into the English language the finest translation of
these wonderful Arabian tales. London Answers.
Saved by a Cipher.
The story Is told of how a neatly
constructed cipher saved Sir John
life. This cavalier was taken
prisoner and locked up In Colchester
castle to nwalt his execution. ""On the
second day of his confinement the jailer
brought him a letter, which, as far as
the warder of. the castie could discover,
was merely a note of condolence from
a friend. But the letter"had been concocted on a cipher to which Sir John
had a clew. Every third letter after a
punctuation mark of any kind was to
tell. What he made out was this:
"Panel at east end of chapel slides."
On the following evening the prisoner
begged permission to pass a quiet hour
In prayer in the chapel. The request
was granted, and before tbe hour had
passed the panel had done its work
and the bird bad flown.
.

Bird Performer.
Canaries aud other tame birds are
sometimes taught to perform tricks,
but it always has been regarded almost
an impossibility to train a. wild bird.
Andrew Hume, the famous Scotch bird
lover, trained one of the wildest of
Scotch birds to perform all sorts of
remarkable tricks to jump and keep
time with the skipping rope, to perform on the slack and tight rope, climb
an upright rope, stanLn top of a running carriage, draw cards, out of a
box, mount a ladder and ring a bell,
go round a wheeling stair step by
step and fly to Its owner's head when
called upon.
A

Xu Keicreta.
"Hello, old man. Haven't seen anything of you since you got married.
How goes It?"
"Thanks, fairly well. But marriage
Is a costly Job! If you ouly knew what
the dressmakers charge!"
"So I suppose you regret it?"
"Oh, no. I married a dressmuker."
Meggeudorfer Blatter.

TO-
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MAKING
One of

flie most inconspicuous man about
town, because he was homely of face
and a very bad dresser, besides being
rather short and blotchy, undertook to
reintroduce shoo buckles he made bis
first big failure as the sartorial dictator of our "Jeimcsse dorec." I think
it was poor Al Claggett who said:
"Why, Berry, you make a fool of yourself. Shoe buckles go with long stockings and knee pants. You can't wear
'em with socks and trousers. They Interfere with the set of the trousers
around the feet. Then, of course,
you've got to have a low quartered
shoe. Cut it out, Berry, cut It out."
Wall Immediately quit.
New York

'
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Wearing

GIummcn.

Wearing glasses need not be permanent. If the first hint of derangement
in the eyes is heeded a short time
spent under the direction of au oculist
will safely tide over the difficulty,
it
is most restful to close the eyes frequently for a few minutes. This rest
does theiu great good.
Particularly
should this be done lu trains and street
Cars. Many a headache and smarting
pain may thus be saved. Traveling lu
public conveyances Is exceedingly
hard on the eyes, even for those that
fune." lie is trying to invent" a new
name that will make some old ailment
fashionable." Washington Star.

,

Barely Remembered.
"I suppose your late undo didn't fall
to remember you lu his will," said the
sympathetic friend.
"You cau hardly call it a remembrance," replied the poor relation. "It
was more like a faint recollection!"
Three Year.
"How long," asked the Judge of a
vagrant negro, "have you been without
any means of support?"
"Since my wife died in 1903, suh," responded tho darky respectfully.
'

The New Mexican Printing Company claims to do the best
printing and binding in the Territory says it makes a specialty
of better grades of printing and binding eaters particularly to
people who want something a little out of the ordinary or a little
better than the average does not claim to be the cheapest in the
Territory, tint does claim that its work is always worth the price
asked for it, and this price is based on accurate knowledge of the
cost of material and skilled labor; communicate with the Company in regard to the next lot of printing. Address The New
Mexican Printing Company, Santa Fe, .N M.

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TlME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE TEEY BAVM
TIME, AND TIME 18 MONEY THE88 DAYi.

The Sicilian tyrants never devised a
greater punishment than envy.

You will have to go a long way before you find a body of men more clev

PRICE-LIS-

T

Stamp, not over 2 J inches long
,..!
Each additional line on same stamp, lOe.
One-lin- e
Stamp, over 2 and not over 3 J inches long. .SO
Each additional line on same stamp, 15c
One4uie Stamp, over 3J and not over I imche bug. . . .If-Each additional line on same stamp, SOc.
One-lin- e
l
Stamp, over 5 inches long, pei inch
Each additional line, same pric.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two line.
Borders of all shapes, under 3 inches long way, tie extra.
;
Larger sizes at proportionate prices.
inch in aize, wt charge
Where type used is over one-ha- lf
i
inch or fractioi,
for one line for each one-ha-lf
DATES, ETC.
$
Local Dater, any town and date for ten yean
.11.36
I0
Ledger Dater, month, day and year in
'( Regular line Dater
lie
); Defiance or Model Band Dater
11.80
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
1.00
Pearl Check Protector
SELF INKING STAMI PADS.
50c;
14x81, 10c: ixdi, lie: lz34, 25c: 8i4i, J5c;
9
ttt.
One-lin- e

Too I. file.
"And you didn't propose to her?"
"No."

er than those cabinetmakers wbo pro

duce goods to satisfy the desire of the
public for furniture made of old and
"Why?"
They can transform
fancy woods.
"1 was leading up to It, but suddenly
whltewood into all kinds of exotic
noted that her voice had a sort of prewoods by means of chemicals, and a
vious engagement ring." Smart Set. chemist would be surprised if be were
to have the ruu of one of those factoCircumstances are beyond tbe
ries for a day.
of man, but his conduct is In bis
The manufacture of "old" oak Is one
own power. Beaumout.
of the easiest of their processes. Tho
boards, moldings, panels or whatever
pieces are required are made of oak
Entirely
which bus Just had time to dry
to prevent excessive warping.
They are then placed in a dark rootui,
on the floor of which and quite close to
the furniture to ! "aged," tiro placed
The
several bowls, plales and so forth, of
liquid ammonia. The room Is then hermetically closed up, and the wood is
left for a month or so, according to the
age which Is required. The coloration
will extend to a depth of nearly a
quarter of an Inch if the room Is kept
closed for a few months.
New Modelt.
That Is why there is so much old oak
furniture about. Of course, a little reflection would show that it could not
be genuine the forests of the middle
f
ages would uot have furnished
of it but people do not always reflect.
'
.
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The size of the English war horse
reached Its maximum in the reign of
Henry VIII., when the relations of
body armor to "hand guns" were analogous to those of the early ship armor
and cannon. There was good reason to
believe, says the London Spectator,
that by adding a little to the thickness
of the coat of steel the soft, low velocity bullet of tho day could be
kept out. So It was for a time. But
the additional weight required n still
larger horse to carry It. The charger
had to be armored as well as his rider,
and the collection In the Tower of London shows the actual weight which It
carried. The panoply of Charles Brandon, Duke of Suffolk, the brother-lu-laof Henry VIII., still exists. That
of the horse covers the whole of the
hind quarters, the back of the neck,
forehead, muzzle, ears, shoulders and
chest. It is exactly like a piece of
boiler plating and fastened by rivets.
The rider sat lu a saddle, the front
of which was a steel shield ten Inches
high, covering the stomach and thighs
as the "breastwork" on an Ironclad's
deck covers the base of the turret. The
total weight Is eighty pounds fifteen
ounces. To this add the weight of the
rider's armor, ninety-ninpounds nine
ounces, and of the rider himself, say
sixteen stone
pounds), and the tostone twelve pounds
tal Is twenty-eigh- t
eight "ounces, or 404 pounds 8 ounces.
This bears out Holliushead's statement
that in the days of Henry VIII., "who
erected a noble studderle for breeding
horses, especially the greatest sort,"
such as were kept for burden, those animals would bear four hundredweight
commonly.

General Express Forwarders
--

A Suitable Book.
Customer (hesitatingly) I suppose
er you have some or suitable books
for a man er about to be married?
Bookseller Certainly, sir. Here, John,"
show this gentleman some of our account books, largest size.
IN ARMOR TIMES.

Strength of EnRlUh War Home
the Day of Henry VIII.

Express.

Remington

In After Year.
Smith When Green was courting
that young widow a couple of years
ago he declared he couldn't live without her. Jones And did he marry her?
Smith Yes. And now he is trying to
get a divorce on the grounds that It's
impossible to live with her. Exchange.

the Hone Lot HI Master f
Fame aad Fortaae.
The horse does not love man nor does
"That young physician Is wording
he delight to labor In bis interest If
vnn think Tours does, take him oat hard."
Shoe Buckle.
"Yes," answered 'the veteran practiseveral miles from home, turn him loose
When Evander Berry Wall, king of
In the road and see whether be will tioner. "He Is on the track of a disfollow joiij but do not try this tinless covery that will mea.n fame and for- - the dudes for twelve yearsnnd realjy.
Doe

LIMITED

FREIGHT TRAINS OF TIIE SANTA FE WILL

BELEN T0WNSITE

railroad

FAST

ALL

Belen Town and
Improvement
Company
are owners of the

Old Mexico.

Borrowing a

T3

The

oi

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
of Santa Fe R'y
Located on Helen Cut-of- f

6.

Zand 8

e
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FOB TYPE SPECIMENS ADDRESS

JIEW HEXICAJS PRIJITIJIG CO
ANT A

Wyckoff. Seamans & Benedict
127 Broidtfiy, New York.

II, NEW

M3XIC0.

,

tfETV

EIGHT.

PAGE

BAhS,

GI0CES,

(Continued from Page Four)
Price, formerly a resident
of tills cliy is now la Washington,
I). ('. lie has been visiting relalives
In IxHtdon County, Virginia, for six
months and Is now looking about the
Nuiloiuil Capital where lie may engage In business.
Cruz Martinez and wife, of Velarde,
are in the city visiting their two
.laughters and one son who nre In
ihe St. Catherine school Jn this city.
They will return Thursday to their
home.
Mr. Martinez slates that his
children are doing well with their
studies.
Herbert Shearer, editor of Ihe National Farm Press, a monthly journal,
devoted to agriculture, published In
Chicago, Illinois, writes the Bureau
of Immigration that he will visit I.as
Vegas, Simla Fe and Albuquerque
shortly for Ihe purpose of posting
himself on New Mexico's agricultural
conditions ntul to obtain a tract of
In
land from 1,001) to 5,000 acres
extent for the purpose of colonizing
same.
W.

CARTWRIGHT.DAVIS CO.
250 San Francisco Street,

No.

Meat Market Telephone No. 40

No. 4.

rocery Telephone

For Christmas we will have n supply
PUDDING.
Ferndell plum pudding Is Just ns good In the shell. Leave orders for these
maybe better, Hum you can make now.
yourself. The price is less than it
CHRISTMAS TURKEYS.
would cost you for the materials, laIn buying a Christmas turkey it Is not
bor, fuel, etc.
so much a question of price as of
cans, each "iic,
2 pound cans, each (15c.
ipiality. We will ns usual have notheastern
ing but Ibe finest corn-feMINCE MEAT.
stock, heads and feet off. Leave orIf you have time and wish to do the ders now and we will specially select
hard work of making your own mince the size anil kind you want before
meat, come to us for the materials. putting stock on sale.
We have Ferndell spices, Ferndell
FIGS AND DATES.
currants, and all the other Ingredients
from suet to beef. However, It will be New stock figs and dales now on sale.
2 lbs. finest Persian dates, 25c.
more convenient to buy
1 lb. finest Turkish figs, 25c.
Ferndell mince meat in
PLUM

$1.15

jars

Ferndell mince meat in

NEW NUTS.
New nuts are now arriving. We offer
new hickory nuts and black walnuts
at I lbs. 25c.
New York chest nuts, 25c,
Soft Shell walnuts, 20c.
Pecans, 25c.
Almonds, 25c.
Pinones, 12
Peanuts, lac.

"

jars

Condensed mince meat, in
packages
Bulk mince meat, per pound

12

.IS

CRANBERRIES.
We have in store and transit several
barrels of berries from the best bogs
in the United States. When ordering
we said nothing as to price, but told
the most reliable dealer of whom we
have any knowledge to SEND TIIK
I!EST HE HAD. They are fine.

SPECIALS.
We will have for Xmas, fresh shrimp,
crabs and lobsters, as well as a supply of fresh vegetables. Leave orders
for these, as supply will be limited.

CANDY.
CELERY.
Our supply of home-growcelery for All kinds of candy for the holidays,
the holidays will be especially good, from the cheapest to high grade
fancy boxes, and at very reasonable
crisp, clean and nutty.

prices, flood mixtures nt.
Very fancy boxes nt 25 and

15
50

cents,
cents.

OYSTERS.
our oysters direct from
CIGARS,
West Sayville, I.. I. These are the
famous blue points. Per pint of solid A big line of cigars suitable for holimeat, no water or ice water, 35 cents. Iday gifts nt from $1.(10 up per box.
We receive

-

K.

iiiMua(

Wt4dlnf Curds am4
tk Mew Katra.

tax

at

A few
days ago Secretary Max
Frost of the Bureau of Immigration
received a consignment of thirty-fivpounds of sugar beets grown on the
farm of J. K. McCnrty, near Farming-ton- ,
San Juan County, from sugar beet
seed sent to the Bureau of Immigration by the Department of Agriculture, for experimental purposes, Several pounds of this sugar beet seed
were distributed to Sun Juan County
farmers. The yield was very great
and the beets unusually large. The
thirty-fivpounds were sent to the
College of Agriculture and Mechanic
Arts for analysis and report. The results show that the lands in San Juan
County can be made heavy producers
of the richest of sugar beets, and that
Ihe valleys in that, county watered by
the San Juan, the Animas and La
Plata rivers are ideal locations for
beet sugar factories.
Professor R. F. Hare of the College
of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts of
New Mexico, at Mesllla Park, makes
the following interesting and useful
report in the case:
(Continued from Page Five.)
"December C, 190C.
Now Mexico
"Max, Frost, Secretary
An adjourned meeting of the city
Bureau of Immigration, Santa Fe,
council was held at 2 o'clock this afNew IM'exico:
ternoon, Mayor T. B. Catron presid"Dour Sir A further study or 'the
The coiincilmen present wore:
ing.
of sugar beets which we reMarcellno Garcia, John II. Walker, II. samples
ceive.! from you on the 4th Instant,
S. Kaiine, It. L. Baca, Celso Lopez.
has brought to our notice some facts
George W. Armijo, Pedro Qtilntana that we
thought would perhaps Inter
and Teodosio Castillo. A, P. Hill was est,
you.
at his post as clerk.
"When the beets were received they
Train Report
Santa Fe train No. were
so large that we decided to se?. was three hours late
at
Lamy. lect beets about two
today
pounds In
7
9
Trains Nos. 2, 1, and are reported
Is the size the factories
This
weight.
1
3
on time. Trains Nos. 2, and
are to
arrive at Santa Fe at 0:15 this even- prefor, because, as a rule very large
heels are low In sugar. As was reing. The Denver & Rio Grande train
to you the beets we selected
Is reported one hour late. The Santa ported
Fe Central train arrived last evening weighed 27 ounces, and the juice had
at 10:30 p. m. and brought two days' a purity of S4.C per cent and coneastern connections. Trains Nos. 1, tained 22 per cent sugar.
"These 'beets were so high in sugar
2, 3. 7. S and 9 of yesterday of the
Santa Fe arrived around midnight, that, we afterward decided to analyze
the largest ones, hence selected foeets
from two to fourteen hours late.
averaging 3 pounds which were found
to contain 21.7 per cent sugar, and
the same purity as the smaller beets.
WOULD MODIFY
"Those are not the first beets anaEXCLUSION ACT lyzed
hero from Aztec. In 1S97 an
average of 14 samples grown In difFoster Bill Brought Before House
of Hie county had a puriferent
Cortelyou-GarfielNominations
ty of 82.1 per cent, and 10. K! per cent
Held Up.
sugar in tihe juice. Again In 1S98 an
Washington, Pec. 1. Preparations average of 12
samples contained 17.fi:!
are being made In the House for ancent sugar and a purity of 88.5
other attempt to get the Foster bill per
per cent.
modifying the Chinese exclusion act,
I have
examined" Ihe recout of the House committee on for- ords of carefully
the analyses of sugar beets
eign affairs. The California delega- made by the V, S.
Department of
tion Is lined up against any changes
Agi'icull'ure In every state in the
in the present, law.
The purpose of Union for
several
and
the revisionists is to change Ihe act have failed to find years past,
of a
the
analysis
so it will admit all Chinese except the
of beets which weighed
single
sample
coolies.
as much as three pounds and conCortelyou and Garfield in Trouble. tained 21.7 per cent sugar and a
purlly
11.
Dec.
Before
the
Washington,
of S4.C per cent as did the sample
Senate confirms the nominations of
you recently mailed us.
Cortelyou to be secretary of the treas"Very respectfully,
ury and Garfield to be secretary of
"R. F. HARK"
the interior, the Senrfte committee on
finance will Insist upon learning from ANNUAL ELECTION OFFICERS
President Roosevelt when Shaw and
ROYAL ARCH MASONS.
Hitchcock Intend to retire. The committee today declined to make a
At the regular monthly convocation
favorable report on these nominal ions of Santa Fe
Chapter No. 1, Royal
until word was received from the Miasons, held at Masonic Hall last
President.
evening, the following officers were
Nominations Sent to the Senate.
elected for the ensuing Masonic year:
Among the nominations sent to the S. Spitz, High Priest; W. E. Griffin,
Senate today were: Commissioner of Excellent
King; Frederick Muller,
corporations, Herbert Knox Smith cf Rxcollent Scribe; II. B. Cartwright,
Connecticut postmasters In Colorado Treasurer: Arnhur
Seligman, SecreW. D. Stone, Trinidad; W. A. MarWilliam C. Sehnepple. Sentinel.
tary;
tin. Mancos.
,
These officers will bo installed Into
The oposilion to Charles A.
lite offices to which they have been
as attorney general, prevented elected at
the annual convocation to
the confirmation of the nomination of be
held on the second Monday In
IT.
William
Moody, as associate jus1907.
The following are the
tice of tlte United Slates yesterday, in January,
officers who
win be inIhe Senate. Attention was called to ap'polnll'vo
stalled at the same time: C. W. Faira speech made by Mr. Bonaparte in
field, Principal Sojourner; Dr. C. A.
ls9fi In Chicago,
in which he exWheelon, Captain of the Host; Henry
pressed himself ns opposed of legisla- F. Stevens, Royal Arch
Captain; Dr.
tion against, trusts.
Several speech- C.'X.
Lord, Master of the 'First Veil;
es were made and finally the nominaF. Knight, Master of the Second
tion of Moody was left unconfirmed Percy
Veil; John H. Walker, Master of the
for later consideration.
followThe
Third Veil. The building committee
ing nominations were confirmed:
for the ensuing year is composed as
Major General Arthur MacArthur, follows:
,
Companions Charles F.
to be lieutenant, general;
Brigadier
Frederick Muller, Arthur SeligGeneral Jesse M. Lee, to be major
man
E. Griffin. The Ways
general; Captain John .1. Pershing, to and iMeans Committee consists
of
be brigadier general; Colonel Ernest
Samuel G. .Cartwright,
A. 'aldington, to be inspector general Companions
John H. Walker and William E. Grifwith the. rank of brigadier general;
fin.
Colonel 'Culver C. Sniffen, to lie paymaster genera, with the rank of brigadier general; Colonel Arthur Murray, BUSY
FRAMING
to be chief of artillery with the rank
STATE CONSTITUTION
of brigadier general; General Robert
M. O'Reilly,
to be surgeon general
with the rank of brigadier general.
Oklahoma Delegates Enter on Third
Week of the Convention.
e

e

Minor City Topics.

Mercantile Stationery
M&aa facte

ret Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
Santa Fe,

:

:

:

New M trie x

:

s

A'-e-

;

Bone-parl-

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at "Our
Place" has been added to my stockbuy my goods in government bond and can guarantee absolute puriiy. Elegant c'.ub
rooms in connection. Side entrance to Coronado HMel.
I

-

J. W.

AKERS, Proprietor.

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Lumber, Sash, and Doors
ill

Or lTJIXPINO MATKKUlI.
and
CorJ
Stow Wood Extra Dry. Cut to Fit Your Stor
KIM Da

Delivered to Any
Part of the Cit-y-

CERRILLOS

and HAGAN
TVAXSFKK

ud

Movable
W Hml KTrrytM
Braaca OScc and Yards at tcvf IUo, M. M.

(TOPAGK:

Pfcwne 5 AanU Fe.

For The Home People
ALL GOODS AT COST UNTIL THE HOLIDAYS.

Boy Your Christinas Gifts of

J. S. C AIN DEL ARI0,
THE CURIO
FIVE

SOUVENIR

POSTAL

Over 300 Views Of Santa

MAIN.

CARDS

FOR

CENTS

FIVE

Fe, Indian Pueblos and Sew Mexico Scenes.

DRAWN WORK AT COST
ALL OTHER GOODS TO CORRESPOND

INDIAN WARE, TURQUOIS JND FILIGREE SPECIALTIES
301-30- 3

San Francisco Street.

J. 8. CANDELARIO,

Proprietor.

11,

1906.

Special to the New Mexican.
AUimogordo,

N. M

Dec, 11.

Super-

intendent S. H. Gill of the New Mexico Institute for the Blind which is
located hero is arranging a Christmas
entertainment for Ills sightless charges. A Christmas tree will be the
feature of the event and the pupils are
looking forward to It with eager anticipation. Alamogordo merchants and
other citizens have generously agreed
to donate the tree and presents with
which It will be adorned. A suitable
program Is being prepared for the
occasion comprising several choruses
to be rendered by the class In music
and some piano solos and duets of
simple first grade music. On Thanksgiving day the children were treated
to a fine turkey dinner and they greatly enjoyed the feast.
"The people are becoming more and
more Interested in us," declared Superintendent: Gill. "My friends tell
me that the term 'asylum' Is a thing
of the past In speaking of this school,
which is gratifying as It. seems so
senseless to 'apply this term to an educational Institution of any character."

Cr?mBaking Powder
Has a dietetic value greatly beyond the conception of any one
who has not used it It will
make your food of a delicious
taste, a moist and keeping
quality and a digestibility not to
be obtained from any other baking powder or leavening agent.

CANCELLED WARRANTS
BURNED AT CAPITOL

As every housekeeper can understand,
burnt alum and sulphuric acid the
ingredients of all alum and
must carry to
powders
acids
the food
injurious to health.
alum-phospha-

Over $600,000 Worth of Paper Placed
In Furnace in Presence of
Officials.

e

Eas-ley-

A costly "conflagration
occurred this
morning nt the Capitol building. Over
six hundred thousand dollars worth of
cancelled warrants went up In smoke.
They were valueless when destroyed,
however, as they had all been paid.
The warrants were burned In the
furnace in the presence of Acting AUTHOR LED
Governor J. W. Raynolds, Territorial
DOUBLE LIFE
Treasurer J. If. Vaughn and Territorial Auditor W. G. Sargent. They
represented expenditures for the fiscal Strange Relations of Zola Loved His
Wife But Father of Children by
year from December 1, 1905, to NoAnother Woman.
vember 3D, 190(i, and the aggregate
amount was $62S,1CB.S1.
Paris, France, Dec. 11. Mine. Rmlle
Zola has formally applied to the
SHRINER ARRESTED
courts for permission to confer her
FOR EMBEZZLEMENT husband's, name on the three children
born as a result of M. Zola's intimacy
with Mine. Rosereau, which was reAcH.
Allen
of
Kansas City
Harry
vealed only at the death of the famcused of Malfeasance While
ous novelist. The children are being
Lodge Recorder,
reared by Mine. Zola, who expresses
especial gratification at the fact that
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 11. Harry Ihe boy has decided to adopt a techII. Allen was arrested today on infor- nical profession instead of trying to
mation sworn out. by three members emulate his father In the field of letof the finance committee of the Arrat ters.
The strange romance in the life of
Temple of the Ancient Order of
Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, In tills Zola, which only his death revealed,
city, charging him with the embezzle- has had few- - counterparts in modern
ment of $7,014 as recorder. Allen is times. It was a romance in which all
a prominent business man and well defied the law and the convent tonalknown to Shriners throughout the ities of society. And yet it. had the
sanction of Zola's wife.
country.
When Zola died a mysterious veiled
woman, accompanied by two children
MILLIONAIRE MINE
a boy aged 13 and a girl aged 5
OWNER DYING appeared at his home and wept beside
the coffin.
On the day of the funeral, when the
Professor W. W. Borden Suffered
procession wended its way through
Stroke of Apoplexy First to Use
the streets, followed by a. great conCyanide Process.
course of mourners, the thousands
f
Louisville, Ky., Dec. It. Professor who stood with uncovered heads along
W. W. Borden, a millionaire, widely the route looked with wonder at a
as a result of a woman in black, heavily veiled, who
known, is fatally
stroke of paralysis at his home in walked by the hearse, leading two
Borden, Indiana, aged 84 years. He children by the hand, all the way to
When the mourners
made a fortune In Colorado gold the cemetery.
mines and Vas one of the first to use had departed the veiled woman and
the children went to the grave and
Ihe cyanide process.
prayed.
When Zola's will was opened and
WOULD ADMIT
read the mystery of the veiled woman
and the two children was solved, for
NEW MEXICO Zola
had acknowledged the children as
his own and made ample provision for
As a State Bill Introduced By Senathem as well as for their mother.
tor Teller for That PurAfterwards Paris learned with aspose.
tonishment that Zola's widow had
taken the children to raise and eduWashington, Dec. 11. Senator Tel- cate as her own.
ler today introduced a bill 'providing
Zola was devotedly attached to his
for the admission of New Mexico as
wife. They were inseparable compana state.
ions. It was to her that he looked for
all his inspiration. It was to her that
he turned for solace when exiled from
MARKET REPORT.
Prance by the powerful enemies of
Dreyfus.
MONEY AND METALS.
At the same time Zola loved Mme.
Money on call strong G(gl3.
Rosereau. She became the mother of
New York, Dec. 11. Prime mercan- his two children. She had loved Zola
tile naper G(SGl-2- . '
for years before she knew his real
Silver 08
name.
St. Louis, Dec, 11. Spelter firm
Mme. Zola knew of the Intimacy be0.50.
tween her husband and Mme. RoserNew York, Dec. 11. Copper and eau and sanctioned It. When1 the first
lead firm, unchanged.
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Bat more important than ail else,
Dr. Price's Baking Powde carries
only healthful qualities to the food.

:
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DECEMBER

Interesting Letter From College of At Institute for Afflicted at Alamo-gord- Musical
Program Being
Agriculture and Mechanic Arts
Arranged.
Showing Sugar Percentage.

pan-I-

ADQUARTERS

TUESDAY,

CHRISTMAS TREE FOR
SUGAR BEETS
BLIND CHILDREN
FROM SAN JUAN

Personal Mention.

BUTCHERS!

MEXICAN, SANTA FE, KYM.

te

;

thtalura powders study the label
child was born to Zola by Mme. Rosereau Mme. Zola Insisted that the
mother and the child be Invited to her
home.

Then began the strange friendship
between the two women. Mme. Rosereau and her children, of whom Zola
was the father, were frequent visitors
to Zola's home.

ALL OFF WITH
SHAH OF PERSIA
German Specialist Says He Can Not
Live More Than a Few
Weeks.
Uindon, Dec. 11. No' iiews has
been received here today tending to
confirm yesterday's report of the
death of the Shah of Persia.
An official dispatch from Teheran
dated December 10th says that a
German specialist' who is attending
Ihe Shah has pronounced the hitter's
condition hopeless, adding that he
cannot survive for many weeks.

FATAL SHOOTING IN
EL PASO SALOON
El Paso, Texas, Dec. 11. Fred O.
House, proprietor of the Hand Laundry In this city, late yesterday afternoon shot and dangerously wounded
Robert Culpepper, Thomas Nelson and
Thomas York during a
fight
In the Octavia. Saloon. It was reported today from the hospital where the
wounded men were taken after the
shooting, that Culpepper and Nelson
cannot survive their wounds. The
shooting resulted from an assault
committed upon House in the saloon
by his three victims. House made no
attempt to escape after the shooting
and Is now lodged in the county jail
pending the oiltcome of his victims'
wounds.
free-for-a-

FINE

WEATHER.

"This weather is just fine." The
foregoing remark was made this morn-- ,
ing (by a health seeker In Santa' Fe.
The weather man promises fair
weather for tonight and Wednesday
with rising temperature.
The temperature at 6 o'clock this
morning was 34 degrees. The lowest
temperature during last night was 32
degrees. The maximum temperature
yesterday was 51 degrees at 3:10 p.
m
while the minimum temperature
was 25 degrees at C:40 a. m. The
mean temperature for the day was
38 degrees and the relative humidity
'
C8 per cent.

PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Dec. 11. Wheat,
Dec.
74
May 79l-8- .
Corn, Dec. 42
May 43 8
Guthrie, Okla., Dec. 11. The con44.
vention which will make the constituHad Not Held Meeting for So Long tion for the new stnte of Oklahoma
Oats, Dec. 34; May 30.
Pork, Jan. $15.80; May $10.05.
the Janitor Had Forgotten the
inaugurated its third week by unani$5.50
Raton and Monero Screened Lump, per ton
Lard, Jan. $8.00; May $8,071-2- .
Place Had Fathers.
mously adopting its first ordinance
8.00
Raton
Nut
Commercial
Good
;
$8,421-2Jan.
Yes$8,471-act.
which accepts the enabling
Ribs,
.May
No. city council meeting was hold terday's session was marked with a ffis.no.
Screened Domestic Lump, Trinidad Smithing, Kindling, Grate
WOOL MARKET.
last night. There was a quorum pres- lively run of business. 'Planks providand Cord Wood. All orders recejj nrompt and careful attention.
St. Louis, Dec. '11. Wool steady
ent ail right, but the mayor and alder- ing for a disposition of the prohibimen found themselves locked out. The tion, railroad and labor questions and unchanged.
STOCK MARKET.
city council meetings have been held were among the most important sub'
'
Atchison 105; pfd. 102.
OFFICE; Garfield Ave.. Near A., T. A S. F. Depot. 'Phone No. 85.
for some time In the office of the mitted.
.
New York Central 134
collecPeter Hanraty, an Indian Territory
county treasurer and
tor at the court house. The council delegate, district president of the
Pennsylvania 139.
Southern Pacific 95.
had not met for so long that the jani- United Mine Workers of America,
Union Pacific 18G
tor of the building forgot all about the looked after labor's rights by propospfd. 93
The Legislative Manual for 1905 or
Subscribe for the Dally New Mex!
Copper 115.
city fathers and was not on hand ing an eight hour law on public works,
Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
can and get the news.
49
with doors open and lights burning a fellow servant law and ordinances
Steel
pfd. 104
and official compendium of value to
LIVE STOCK.
when the coiincilmen assembled. Af- affecting the laboring man in general.
every business man and officer and c
ter talking it over on the steps it was Chairman R. L. Williams, of the
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 11. Cattle
Interest to every citizen, 304 pages.
decided to have the meeting adjourn committee, on railroads
and nubile receipts 20,000, Including 500 South
Price $1.50. Address the New Mexed until this afternoon. Attorney R. service
to
Native
shade
lower.
e
erns; steady
corporations, sprung a
ican Printing Company, Santa Fe.
II. Hanna drew up an ordinance
when he Introduced a resolution steers, $47; Southern steers, $3
which he intended presenting at the providing for two cents maximum 5.25; Southern cows, $23.25; mttlve
council meeting last night. It. pro- fares. Mr. Williams stated that If cows and heifers, $25.25; stackers
vided for the maintaining of electric the 'plank were not embodied In the and feeders, $2.254.50; bulls, $2.15
Western
arc lights on the platforms at both of constitution it would be submitted 3.S5; calves, $2.50G.50;
DR. DIAZ'
SANITARIUM.
the local railroad stations and also
steers, $3.405.50; Western cows,
to the

CITY COUNCIL
LOCKED OUT

GRAIN,

Chicago,

-

COAL I WOOD
CAPITAL CJLxj YARD.

people.
separately
Incadescent lights at all of the street , The resolution providing for a
crossings in the city limits.
separate submission! of the prohibition
question was disposed of without disIN BICYCLE
NO CHANGE
RACE.
cussion, being referred to the commitNew York, Dec. 11. There was no tee on
liquor traffic.
In
the
the
change
position during
Natural gas Interests of Indian Ternight In the bicycle race In Madison ritory have a lobby on the ground
The score at 7
Square Garden.
looking to ithe protection of the great
o'clock this morning for all teams exIndustry.
cept one was C1C miles and Ave laps.
The record for an hour is C40 miles
and four laps.
Butchers' shipping certificates, such
as are required by law, printed In
If vou want anything on earth try blank form by the New Mexican
a Vtw Mexican "ad."
Printing Company.

$2.254.

Sheep receipts 0,000; strong. Muttons, $4.506.75; lambs, $C7.50;
range wethers, $4.500.50: fed ewes.
$4(7X5.35.

Chicago, Dec, 11. Cattle receipts
beeves $4.107.15;
4,500,
steady;
cows and heifer $1.60(fi5.10; stackers and feeders $2.404.50; Texans
westerners
$2.204.60;
$2.90G;
calves $5.757.50.
Sheep receipts 18,000;
steady;
sheep $3.805.75; lambs $4.50fj7.55.
New Mexican advertisers get trade,

Cor, Water St. aid Qaapar A' e. '
NEW MEXICO
SANTA FE
ELECTRIC LIGHTED.
STEAM

HEATED.

ALL MODERN CONVENI-

ENCES FOR SICK
PEOPLE.
PRICES: -$- 16

to $50 per Week.

Payment Invariably in Advance.

g

